Cost Efficiency in Delaware Education
Appendix to final report on efficiency opportunities

January 10, 2008

Foreword
This presentation is an appendix to the main cost efficiency presentation
This document repeats many of the slides in the main document but contains more detail
and analysis in each of the opportunity areas
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Project timeline
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Phases
Hypothesis refinement
and analysis

Workstreams

End-of-phase
deliverable

• Spending baseline
• Leadership interviews

• “Laundry list” of efficiency
hypotheses

Opportunity identification
and sizing
• Analysis, benchmarking,
Hypotheses
cluster 2:
expert
interviews
analysis,by
benchmarking,
(grouped
hypothesis
expert interviews
cluster)
• Draft list of high-priority
efficiency opportunities,
with sizing estimates

Vetting and
report development

• Vetting interviews
• Report development

Continued report development

• Process and
facilitation
support

• Vetted list of highpriority efficiency
opportunities, with
sizing, addt’l detail

Milestones
Team
kickoff

LEAD
meeting
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Interim readout
to LEAD
committee

Interim readout
to LEAD
committee
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to LEAD
committee
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Seven meeting were held with the LEAD committee to
discuss the efficiency opportunities
Date
1

9/14

Purpose
• Confirmed scope and workplan
Additional meetings
added to ensure
adequate discussion of
opportunities

2

10/4

• Shared baseline and initial hypotheses

3

10/30

• Shared opportunities and discuss prioritization

4

11/14

• Presented draft version of efficiency opportunities

5

11/19

• Presented draft version of efficiency opportunities (continued)

6

12/4

• Reviewed and approve efficiency opportunities and any amendments

7

12/17

• Finalized efficiency opportunities and accompanying report
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Input from numerous DE stakeholders helped identify and
enhance our understanding of potential opportunities
List of stakeholders interviewed
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Joe DiPinto, former JFC Chair
Scott Douglass, Senior VP, UD; former state budget director
Mark Dufendach, CFO, Milford SD
Emily Falcon, Fiscal & Policy Analyst, Office of Management
and Budget
Jerry Gallagher, Director of Financial Management, DOE
Steven Godowsky, Superintendent, NCC Votech SD
Lois Hobbs, former Superintendent, Indian River SD
Gloria Wernicki Homer, former Secretary of Administrative
Services, Public Works LCC
Thomas Jarrett, Secretary of the Department of Technology
and Information and CIO, State of Delaware
Dave Jones, Principal, Pencader Business and Finance
Charter High School
Terry Little, Director of Facilities and Operations, Sussex
Tech SD
Ron Love, State Supervisor of School Transportation, DOE
John Marinucci, School Facilities and Planning, DOE
George Meney, Superintendent, Colonial SD
Richard Moretti, StudioJAED Corporation, former CFO of
four DE school districts
Patrick O’Rourke, Director of Budget and Finance, Christina
SD

List of stakeholders interviewed (cont.)
• Roxann Parker, State Contract Procurement Officer,
Government Support Services Division, OMB
• Kent Riegel, former CEO of ICI Americas, member of
Education Improvement Commission
• Pete Ross, former state budget director
• Robert Scoglietti, Director of Policy and External Affairs,
Office of Management and Budget
• Robert Sharkey, Supervisor of Facilities Standards and
District-wide Procurement, Christina SD
• Nancy Shevock, First State Financials (former district CFO)
• Austin Snow, Office of Catholic Schools, Diocese of
Wilmington
• Dianne Sole, Superintendent, Polytech SD
• Jim Spartz, former administrator, Delaware Dept of Public
Instruction
• Dean Stotler, Director, Government Support Services, OMB
• Brett Taylor, Manager of Major Capital Improvement, Red
Clay SD
• Karen Thorpe, Director of Business, Colonial SD
• Roy Whittaker, Chief of Buildings and Grounds, Seaford SD
• Tyrone Woodyard, Director of Facilities and Operations,
Cape Henlopen SD

Additionally, all 18 LEAD committee members were
interviewed to understand potential opportunities
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Team also reviewed many reports from the past ~20 years
and analyzed key data sources
Sample reports studied for past recommendations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Report and Recommendations: Equalization Committee (2007)
An Issue of Fairness in Delaware School Funding (2007)
School District Consolidation, Size and Spending: an Evaluation (2007)
Does School District Consolidation Cut Costs? (2005)
Towards More Effective Financing of Student Achievement in Delaware’s Schools (2005)
Helping Children Left Behind: State Aid and the Pursuit of Educational Equity (2004)
Competition or Consolidation? The School District Consolidation Debate Revisited (2004)
Financing Public Education: State Level Analysis & District Level Analysis (2004)
Response to HR 54: Feasibility Study for County Wide School Districts in Kent and Sussex
Counties (2002)
Report of the Wilmington Neighborhood Schools Committee (2001)
School Finance: Investing in Student Learning (2000)
Report of the Delaware Education Finance Reform Committee (1999)
The Missing Link: Connecting Professional Development with Accountability to Improve
Student Learning In Delaware (1997)
Empowering Schools for Excellence: Final Report and Recommendations (1995)
Report of the Governance & Accountability Subcommittee of the Education Improvement
Commission (1995)
Proposal for the Restructuring of Funding for Special Education in Delaware (1995)
Delaware Gap Analysis (1993)
Report on Early Education and Social Services (1993)
Report on Delaware Public School Finances (1987)
"Follow-up report of Textbook Purchasing for Public Education," Department of Public
Education. Economy and efficiency. Audit. February 1997. R. Thomas Wagner, Jr., CGFM
Auditor of accounts
Delaware “Partner$ in Procurement”, NASCA 2002 Annual Conference, September 2002.
Secretary Gloria Wernicki Homer – State of Delaware and John West, Chairman – Silver
Oak Partners, Inc.
Response to Executive Order 82: Implementing Strategies to Address Energy
Restructuring
Response to Executive Order 67: Retirement Benefits Study
Report to the Ohio General Assembly, entitled “The Effects of the Exemption of School
Construction Projects from Ohio’s Prevailing Wage Law”
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Sample data sources used
to conduct analysis
• US DOE budgets, 2002-2007
• US DOE Reports of Revenues and Expenditures for Public
Elementary and Secondary Schools
• US Report on Federal Programs (description of federal education
monies and requirements to earn)
• US DOE NCES Statistics (various)
• IES CWI statistics
• DE DOE operating and capital budgets, 2002-2006
• DE DOE September 2007 payroll
• DE DSCYF budgets, 2002-2006
• DE Higher Education budgets, 2002-2006
• DE DHSS budgets, 2002-2006
• DE Educational Personnel Reports, 2006-2007
• DE Report of Educational Statistics, 2003-2005
• DE DOE detailed code-level expenditures at district and charter
school level
• DE DOE balance sheets and major capital expenditures, 20052007
• DE Local Assessment and Tax Information, 2005-2007
• DE September 30th Student Enrollment and Unit Allotment
Report, 2006
• District budgets for several local school districts
• American School and University Construction and Maintenance
Reports, 2004-2006
• Electricity usage (kWh) in selected buildings in Seaford SD, 2005
• Energy Star ratings of selected buildings in Seaford SD
• Transportation Formula for School Bus Contracts
• US DOE Planning Guide for Maintaining Public Schools
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Process to move from ideas around cost savings to
specific efficiency opportunities
Sources of ideas
• Interviews with
stakeholders
• Past reports/studies on
education in DE
• Best practices from
elsewhere
• DE district best
practices
• BCG experience and
analysis
Input from LEAD team,
topic area interviews,
hypothesis-driven data analysis

100’s of ideas

Size of relevant cost bucket,
initial opinion on
savings potential

Initial hypotheses
(10/4)

Size of relevant cost bucket,
informed opinion on
savings potential

Potential
opportunity
areas
(10/30)
Estimated
savings potential

7 “high-priority”
opportunities
areas
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+

Smaller
“de-prioritized”
areas
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Hypotheses: non-instructional personnel
Current spend: $261M
Oct 4 hypotheses

Oct 30 opportunity areas

Many services currently provided independently by the 19 school
districts could be delivered more efficiently by statewide or
regional service centers

¾ Administration and central
support

District consolidation could provide additional efficiency (above
that of service centers)

¾ Administration and central
support

Some administrative offices could be scaled down and still
provide the same or better support of student achievement

¾ Administration and central
support

Some functions could be made more efficient through changes
to regulation and/or process (eg, transportation,
maintenance/custodial, food service, teacher recruitment, special
education, etc.)

¾ Multiple—hypotheses
included in individual
content areas (eg,
transportation)

Some services not core to the educational mission, such as
drivers' education, could be eliminated or charge user fees

¾ Non-core activities
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Hypotheses: instructional personnel
Current spend: $781M
Oct 4 hypotheses

Oct 30 opportunity areas

Bringing Delaware benefits spending in line with the national
average could free funds to be used for education and other
policy priorities

¾ Benefits

Coordinated buying of supplemental benefits could enable
districts to provide these benefits at a reduced cost

¾ Benefits

Districts could shift funds from supplemental benefits to salary
to create higher value to employees for the same or lower cost

¾ Benefits
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Hypotheses: purchased goods and services
Current spend: $595M
Oct 4 hypotheses

Oct 30 opportunity areas

Districts, charter schools, and the state could save money
through increased pooled buying

¾ Purchasing

Efficiencies could be gained by improving sourcing processes
(eg, bid timing and responsibilities, standardized contract
conditions, contract usage, information sharing)

¾ Purchasing

Centralizing purchasing decisions that now occur at the district
level could improve purchasing efficiency

¾ Purchasing

Coordinated bidding for capital projects could reduce capital
expenditures

¾ Construction

Adjusting the balance of purchased and in-house services could
reduce service costs

¾ Purchasing

Energy costs could be reduced by purchasing more energyefficient equipment, managing energy usage, and further pooling
energy purchasing

¾ Energy

Standardization of construction planning and materials across
districts could reduce capital expenditures and maintenance
costs

¾ Construction
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Have some hypotheses that do not fit into expenditure areas
Oct 4 hypotheses

Oct 30 opportunity areas

More flexible state funding could give districts greater incentive
to spend funds efficiently

¾ Funding model and
incentives

A simpler and more transparent funding system would help local
business managers make better decisions, and would reduce
administrative complexity
• For example, aligning the unit count with the fiscal year could have
instructional and administrative benefits

¾ Funding model and
incentives

The public education system could more strategically and
systematically engage non-public sources of revenue and/or inkind support

¾ Revenue
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Recap: potential opportunity areas
Specific cost buckets

Cross-functional levers

1.

Transportation

9.

Administration and central support

2.

Benefits

10.

Purchasing

3.

Energy

11.

Funding model and incentives

4.

Construction

12.

Revenue

5.

Custodial / maintenance

6.

Technology

7.

(Elimination of) non-core activities

8.

Food service
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Seven areas were further prioritized after initial analysis
Committee also interested in cross-cutting themes / overall system recommendations

1

2

3

4

5

Transportation

Purchasing

Energy

Benefits

Construction

6
Administration
& central
support

7
DOE

Cross-cutting themes / overall system

Cross-cutting themes and overall system discussed in
Administration and Central Support section
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Quick recap of the primary opportunity areas
Opportunity area

Addressable
spend ($M)

Opportunity
size11 ($M)

1

Transportation

80

9-12+

•
•
•
•

2

Purchasing

178

15-25

• Formalize statewide coordination of the education
purchasing function

3

Energy

28

4-7

• Implement best practices in demand management
• Explore statewide pooling of natural gas

4

Benefits

311

0-29

• Pool local benefits purchasing
• Examine offering a more flexible compensation
package of salary, health benefits, and pension

5

Construction

195

31-48

• Centralize construction purchasing and design
• Exempt schools from prevailing wage requirements

6

Admin and central
support / system
recommendations

85

25-34

• Increase magnitude of scale in funding formula
• Create broad shared services
• Evaluate impact of shared services and consider
consolidation in year 5 of implementation

7

DOE

50

2-3+

• Enhance purchasing efficiency at DOE

TOTAL

927

86-158+

Summary of efficiency opportunities
Redesign bus contracting process
Increase minimum bus retirement age
Eliminate funding for non-public schools
Eliminate specific provisions in budget bill

1. Estimated annual savings after full, successful statewide implementation of recommendations. Construction savings would accrue to capital budget.
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Some smaller opportunities exist in “de-prioritized” areas
Opportunity area
Custodial / maintenance

Addressable
spend ($M)
82

Findings

Efficiency opportunities

• Smaller districts lack the scale to hire all
necessary full time maintenance
personnel
• Many districts forego preventive
maintenance due to budget constraints

• Include maintenance functions in roles
that may be shared among districts
• Ensure that districts receive adequate
funding to conduct necessary preventive
maintenance

Technology

25

• Districts are highly independent in the
purchasing and utilization of technology
• In smaller districts, level of service is
limited by available resources

• Districts should leverage the expertise,
resources, and scale of the Department
of Technology and Information, and
should seek pooled purchasing

(Eliminate) non-core activities

3+

• DE funds several activities that many do
not consider core to public education
– eg, private school nurses, drivers ed

• Examine the cost-benefit tradeoff of
financing these activities

Funding model and incentives

N/A

• In several areas, the current funding
model acts as a barrier to cost efficiency

• Ensure that any necessary changes to
the funding model are made to support
other cost efficiency recommendations

Food service

40

• No significant cost inefficiencies found

• N/A

Revenue opportunities

N/A

• Some school districts outside DE have
created explicit strategies to pursue nontraditional funding sources, but these
strategies produce marginal incremental
revenue relative to the effort required

• If new revenue opportunities are
identified, share best practices across
districts
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Supporting analysis

Transportation
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1 Transportation
Current state

How student transportation works today
The basics

Roles & responsibilities

• The state formula is set up to fund 100% of to- / from-school transportation
• Funding is provided on a per-route basis (base allocation + per-mile allowance
over 30 miles)
• Districts determine routes and manage system
• Districts request additional routes from DOE

Contracting

• Funds go to districts, which may operate buses themselves or pass funds
through to contractors
• Bus contractors are paid according to a state formula; no bidding1
• About 2/3 of routes statewide are contracted out
• Almost 200 different contractors used across the state (many with 1 or 2 routes)

Special cases

• Charter schools receive funding at the lower amount of:
– 80% of average cost per student for the vo-tech district in which the charter
is located, or
– actual bid costs from a publicly-bid external contract
• State provides $3M in reimbursements to families with students in non-public
schools
• Special rules, which add substantial cost and complexity, apply for low-income
out-of-district choice students, special education students, and homeless
children

1. This applies to districts (charter school transportation funding is described under “Special cases”)
Source: Ron Love, DOE Transportation Director
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1 Transportation
Findings

Key findings
Transportation
Contracts and incentives

• DE 4th highest among states in per-student transportation spending1
• Full state funding provides no incentive to districts and charters to save money,
and no mechanism for contractors to compete on price
• Review of contractor terms reveals several places where funding exceeds likely
cost to contractors
– eg, interest allowance, salvage value, depreciation schedule
• State gives contractors 11% more to purchase buses than it pays for buses itself

Bus replacement

• Delaware pays for bus replacement after 7 years and 100,000 miles at the
earliest, or after 10 years (any mileage) or 150,000 miles (any age)
• The national average for school bus replacement is 14 years

Non-public school funding

• State gives $3M to families of non-public school students for transportation
• Total amount is set by legislature and divided among eligible families
– no correlation to actual cost of transporting children
– no requirement that funds be used on transportation; can be used for
tuition payments, contributions to private school’s annual fund, etc.

Budget bill exceptions

• Over 2,400 otherwise ineligible students are provided transportation through
explicit mention in the annual budget bill
– number of such students has grown in recent years
• This process is independent of the Unique Hazards Committee, which was
created to determine eligibility for bus service due to safety concerns

1. US Department of Education, 2004-2005
Source: US Department of Education; School Transportation News
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1 Transportation
Current spending

In FY05, DE spent ~$80M total on student transportation
Contracted services accounted for the majority of spending

Total transportation expenditures per enrolled student, by category1
$ per enrolled student
1,500

Capital outlay
Supplies
Contracted services
Benefits
Salaries

1,168
1,073
1,000

910

889
746 729

803
665

618

583 580 565
537 530 510

500

476 449

410 403

351

Charters

Polytech

NCC Voc-Tech

Sussex Tech

Smyrna

Brandywine

Delmar

Seaford

Capital

Colonial

Appoquinimink

Caesar Rodney

Red Clay

Laurel

Milford

Lake Forest

Indian River

Cape Henlopen

Woodbridge

Christina

0

1. Special schools’ expenditures are consolidated into district totals; Woodbridge capital outlay spent to procure buses / shuttles for transportation to / from alternative programs (Woodbridge is
the fiscal agent for these programs)
Source: DOE 2005 Report of Educational Statistics
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1 Transportation
Current spending

DE spend on student transportation excluding
special schools is ~$76M
Total transportation expenditures per enrolled student, by category1
$ per enrolled student
1,500

Capital outlay
Supplies
Contracted services
Benefits
Salaries

1,168
1,073
1,000

910

878

803
729
628 618

583 580 569

500

530 511 504
476 449

414 410 403

351

Charters

Polytech

NCC Voc-Tech

Sussex Tech

Smyrna

Brandywine

Delmar

Caesar Rodney

Seaford

Capital

Red Clay

Colonial

Appoquinimink

Indian River

Laurel

Milford

Lake Forest

Woodbridge

Cape Henlopen

Christina

0

1. Excludes special schools and capital outlay in Woodbridge that was used to purchase buses for alternative programs
Source: DOE 2005 Report of Educational Statistics
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Delaware has the fourth highest1 per-enrolled student
spend in the nation on transportation
Transportation expenditures per enrolled student, by state
$ per enrolled student
800

DC
West Virginia
New Jersey

Delaware
600

North
Dakota
New Hampshire

400

Nebraska
200 South Dakota

0
0

1,000,000

2,000,000

3,000,000

4,000,000

5,000,000

6,000,000

7,000,000

# of enrolled students

1. US Department of Education, 2004-2005
Note: Dollar figures have been CWI-adjusted for the 2004-2005 school year
Source: US Department of Education; NCES Comparable Wage Index
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Districts show some scale in transportation spend...
Expenditures per student vs. number of enrolled students in district
$ per enrolled student
1,500

Sussex Technical

Non-contiguous
district
Polytech

1,000

New Castle Voc-Tech
Woodbridge

Cape Henlopen

Christina

Indian River
Laurel
Delmar
500

Seaford

Lake Forest
Milford

Capital

Caesar Rodney

Red Clay

Colonial

Appoquinimink

Brandywine

Smyrna

0
0

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

# of enrolled students

Note: CWI-adjusted; includes capital allowances passed through districts to contractors; excludes state-purchased buses for use in districts that run their own system
Source: DOE 2005 Report of Educational Statistics
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...while charter schools lack economies of scale
Expenditures per student vs. number of enrolled students in charter
$ per enrolled student
1,500

Newark Charter

Thomas Edison
1,000

Charter School of Wilmington

Providence Creek
Marion T. Academy
Sussex Academy

Laurel
Academy of Dover
500

MOT

Most districts in this range
Delmar

Delaware Military
Academy

East Side

Kuumba

Positive Outcomes
Campus Comm

0
0

500

1,000

1,500

2,000

2,500

# of enrolled students

Note: CWI-adjusted
Source: DOE 2005 Report of Educational Statistics
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Transportation expenses exceed state-provided revenue
Each district must cover the deficit with local or other discretionary funds
Expenditures per enrolled student as a percent of state funding

% of state 200
funding

150
72

66

54

49

47

42

37

35

34

33

32

31

Average % of
spending above
state-provided funds
= 35%
27

21

20

19

17

16

100

16 Local

State

50

Smyrna

NCC Voc-Tech

Colonial

Appoquinimink

Milford

Capital

Polytech

Christina

Caesar Rodney

Red Clay

Laurel

Sussex Tech

Seaford

Indian River

Delmar

Cape Henlopen

Lake Forest

Woodbridge

Brandywine

0

Local monies fund transport for extracurricular activities,
and cover additional operating costs for district-run buses
Source: DOE 2005 Report of Educational Statistics; BCG analysis
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Most districts use contractors for student transportation
Number of routes and number of contractors varies greatly

% of total
regular routes

100
75
50
25

Contractors
District-run
Smyrna

Lake Forest

62

53

52

51

Polytech

Seaford

78

Sussex Tech

Milford

85

NC Voc-tech

Capital

91

Delmar

Cape
Henlopen

94

Laurel

Appoquinimink

99

Woodbridge

Brandywine

Colonial

Indian River

Caesar
Rodney

# routes1

Red Clay

Christina

0

32

25

18

14

269

300

173

200

151

126

100

99
40

30

16

9

24

8

0

# contractors2

6

6

71

4

8

0

6

15

10

11

12

4

14

5

1. Based on all regular routes only (excludes midday and summer routes) 2. If contractor name included multiple times or nearly exact name included multiple times, counted as one
contractor; if a company name was listed and person with the same name was listed, counted as two different contractors
Source: DOE 2005 Report of Educational Statistics, DE DOE contractor and district school bus database
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Funding formula grants favorable terms to contractors
Component

Implication

Cost

• Provides 11% cost premium
over state bid rate

• State could save money by
buying buses itself and
giving them to contractors

• $7K per bus

• Pays interest on bus cost
over 7 years

• Most contractors finance
over 5 years, pocket
additional interest
• Contractors that can pay
cash for bus pocket all
interest

• $5K per bus1

• Salvage value estimated at
2%

• Contractors can sell used
buses at much higher prices
than the salvage estimate

• $7K per bus2

• Allows bus replacement after
7 years + 100K miles

• National average bus
retirement age is 14 years

• $93K for two 7-year buses
versus one 14-year bus3

• $21K per bus

These favorable terms will cost DE ~$14-16M over the life
of the 128 contractor buses purchased in 2007
1. Difference between 7-year depreciation and interest payments vs. 5-year depreciation and interest payments 2. Assumes salvage value estimated at 12% versus 2%, includes cost premium
3. Assumes all existing terms of formula, 14-year bus is depreciated over all 14 years
Note: 2007 data; all cost estimates are independent of each other; based on 72-passenger bus
Source: DE DOE Department of Transportation Contractor Formula; Midwest Transit Equipment; BCG analysis
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Capital allowances in contractor funding formula cost DE
~$2.7M1 in 2007
Over the 7-year depreciation cycle,
DE spends ~$135K on capital
and insurance for each contractor bus

Under the current contractor
formula, DE spends over $340K to
buy and operate a bus over 7 years
$K

$K

400

25
20.9

20.4

19.8

19.2

18.7

20

300

91

Bus

44

Insurance

134

Fixed costs

18.1

17.6

2012

2013

15

200
340

10

100
5

71

Additional miles
0

0
Total cost of contract over Breakdown of allowances
bus’s usable life

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

DE paid for 128 contractor buses in 2007; over the 7-year
life of the buses, capital allowances cost DE ~$17.2M
1. Includes year 1 bus and insurance allowances for 128 purchased buses
Note: 2007 data; assumes 72-passenger bus traveling 72 miles per day
Source: DE DOE Department of Transportation Contractor Formula; BCG analysis
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Bus cost premium and salvage value created a one-year
cost impact of ~ $371K for the 128 buses bought in 2007
Over the 7-year depreciation cycle, the
cost premium and salvage value drives
~$17K1 of the capital allowance

Under the current contractor
formula, DE spends over $340K to
buy and operate a bus over 7 years
$K

$K

400

3.5
2.9
2.8

3.0
300

91

Bus

2.5

44

Insurance

2.0

2.6

2.5

2.3
2.2

2.0

200
340

1.5
134

Fixed costs

100

1.0
0.5

71

Additional miles

0

0
Total cost of contract over Breakdown of allowances
bus’s usable life

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

The cost premium and salvage value cost a total of ~$2.2M
across the 7-year life of the 128 contractor buses
1. Assumes 12% salvage value and no cost premium
Note: 2007 data; assumes 72-passenger bus traveling 72 miles per day
Source: DE DOE Department of Transportation Contractor Formula; BCG analysis
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Changing current funding formula by reducing cost premium
and increasing salvage value could save ~$1.6M per year1

Capital allowance payments on new buses

($K) 20

15

12.8

13.2

13.6

14.0

14.4

14.8

15.3

15.7
Current spend

11.1
10

9.3
7.5
5.7

5

3.8
1.9
1.9

5.1

6.7

8.2

9.6

11.1

11.2

11.5

11.9

12.2

12.6

13.0

Yr 7

Yr 8

Yr 9

Yr 10

Yr 11

Yr 12

Yr 13

13.3

Yr 14

Potential2
spend

3.5

0

Yr 1

Yr 2

Yr 3

Yr 4

Yr 5

Yr 6

Over 13 years, DE could save $21M on bus procurement,
which leads to an average annual savings of ~$1.6M1
1. Figure is an annual average of the total savings over 13 years 2. Cost premium = 5%, salvage value estimate = 12%
Note: 2007 data; based on 72-passenger bus; allowances paid on previous years’ buses excluded from number, as it is the same both scenarios
Source: DE DOE Department of Transportation Contractor Formula; BCG analysis
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Changing current funding formula by buying buses for
contractors at the state bid rate could save ~$3.4M per year1

Capital allowance payments on new buses

($K) 20

15

12.8

13.2

13.6

14.0

14.4

14.8

15.3

15.7

Current spend

11.1
10

9.3
7.5
5.7

5

3.8
1.9
1.9

3.1

4.2

5.4

6.6

7.9

9.2

9.2

9.5

9.8

10.1

Yr 7

Yr 8

Yr 9

Yr 10

Yr 11

10.4

10.7

11.0

Yr 12

Yr 13

Yr 14

Potential2
spend

0

Yr 1

Yr 2

Yr 3

Yr 4

Yr 5

Yr 6

Over 13 years, DE could save $44M on bus procurement,
which leads to an average annual savings of ~$3.4M1
1. Figure is an annual average of the total savings over 13 years 2. No cost premium or salvage value estimate, state finances bus over 7 years
Note: 2007 data; based on 72-passenger bus; allowances paid on previous years’ buses excluded from number, as it is the same both scenarios
Source: DE DOE Department of Transportation Contractor Formula; BCG analysis
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Changing current funding formula by replacing the capital
allowance with a profit payment could save ~$4.5M per year1

Capital allowance (current)
and profit payments (potential)

($K) 20

15

12.8

13.2

13.6

14.0

14.4

14.8

15.3

15.7

11.1
10

Current spend

9.3
7.8

7.8

7.8

5

1.9

7.5

7.7

7.7

7.7

Yr 4

Yr 5

Yr 6

Yr 7

5.7

6.4

6.5

6.5

6.6

6.7

6.8

6.8

Yr 8

Yr 9

Yr 10

Yr 11

Yr 12

Yr 13

Yr 14

Potential2
spend

3.8

1.9
0

Yr 1

Yr 2

Yr 3

Over 13 years, DE could save $58M on bus procurement,
which leads to an average annual savings of ~$4.5M1
1. Figure is an annual average of the total savings over 13 years 2. Capital allowance payments for buses bought in year 1 plus annual profit payment equal to 55% of capital allowance
provided under current funding formula
Note: 2007 data; based on 72-passenger bus; allowances paid on previous years’ buses excluded from number, as it is the same both scenarios
Source: DE DOE Department of Transportation Contractor Formula; BCG analysis
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Competitively bidding routes and route management could
save ~$4.6M annually1 across the state

Total contractor expenditures

($M) 80

72.3
68.3
Current spend2

64.5
61.0
60

57.6

40

56.7

58.4

60.1

2008-2009

2009-2010

2010-2011

61.9

63.8

2011-2012

2012-2013

Potential3
spend

20

0

Over 5 years, DE could save ~$23M on contractor services,
which leads to an average annual savings of ~$4.6M1
1. Figure is an annual average of the total savings over 5 years 2. Includes all districts, based on annual rate increases equal to the 4-year CAGR from FY03-06 for each district, respectively
3. Includes all districts, based an annual rate increase of 3%
Note: Assumes constant number of buses, based on 2006-2007 data
Source: High-level bid estimate by external contractor; BCG analysis
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How state-wide contract estimate was calculated

High-level bid
estimate

High-level bid
estimate provided
by a large external
contractor for one
representative
mid-size district
[District X] for
2008-2009

Project spend
for sample
district under
current
system
Projection for
District X’s 20082009 expenditures
under current
system based on
four-year CAGR
from FY03 to
FY06

Savings
estimate for
sample
district
Projection
compared against
contractor’s bid
estimate, resulting
in year 1 savings
of about 1.6%1

Project spend
for all districts
under current
system
Four-year CAGRs
for each individual
district calculated
and used to
project
expenditure
growth through
2012-2013, based
on a constant
number of buses2

Savings
estimate for
all districts
Potential spending
under state-wide
contract estimated
using 1.6%
savings on the
projected per
district
expenditures in
year 1 under the
current system,
with an annual
rate increase of
3%3

Annualize
savings
estimate
Total savings
across all districts
over five-year life
of the contract
summed and then
averaged over
those 5 years

Savings estimate based on projections; figure would
change with more rigorous external bidding process
1. Based on bid estimate per bus per day 2. Number of estimated 2006-2007 buses 3. Annual rate increase provided for in bid estimate from external contractor
Source: High-level bid estimate by external contractor; BCG analysis
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Increase minimum bus retirement age to 10 years, or 150K
miles, to close gap with national average retirement age of 14

Capital allowance payments on new buses

($K) 25

20

16.9

17.4

17.9

18.5

19.0

19.6

20.2

20.8

Current spend

15.1

15

13.2
11.3
9.4

10

7.4
5.4
5

9.7
5.4
3.2

4.9

11.4

13.2

13.8

Yr 7

Yr 8

15.4

16.9

16.4
13.0

13.6

14.5

Yr 12

Yr 13

Yr 14

Potential1
spend

6.9

0

Yr 1

Yr 2

Yr 3

Yr 4

Yr 5

Yr 6

Yr 9

Yr 10

Yr 11

Over 13 years, DE could save ~$54M on bus procurement,
which leads to an average annual savings of ~$4.1M2
1. Bus replacement at 10 years, finance over 7 years, 5% cost premium, 12% salvage value estimate, 7.5% interest rate 2. Figure is an annual average of the total savings over 13 years
Note: 2007 data; based on 72-passenger bus; district buses included, and are bought outright
Source: DE DOE Department of Transportation Contractor Formula; BCG analysis
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Non-public school transportation reimbursements cost ~$3M
Reimbursement amount not tied to actual cost of transporting students

How funded

How used

Process
• Legislature sets total
amount annually
• Total amount divided by
number of eligible
students
• Money given to nonpublic schools to pay for
school-run buses or to
distribute to families
Eligibility
• Delaware resident
attending a Delaware
non-public school
• Live more than:
2 miles (7-12),
1 mile (K-6) from school
• In the event of car pools,
each family receives the
reimbursement

$K 3,000

342.3
13.5

School bus
Public transit

2,000

2,644.0

Family

1,000

~12% of reimbursements go
directly to pay for transportation
Remaining 88% of reimbursement
dollars go to families, who can
keep the money for their own
transportation costs or designate
for other purposes, eg:
• tuition
• annual giving fund
• donation to parish or archdiocese
• purchase books / supplies

0

Total non-public reimbursements

Each eligible student receives ~$200 annually, which
represents only ~15%1 of actual transportation costs
1. Assumes annual per student cost of $1300
Source: DE DOE Department of Transportation; DE State Code; Office of Catholic Schools, Diocese of Wilmington
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Budget bill exceptions require additional routes and lead to
increased costs of ~$0.6-1.4M1
Additional routes needed to
accommodate students2

Additional total cost
to add routes

# routes
16

$K

15

450

425

400

14

350

11

12

10

300

10

269

268

251

Total cost
~$1.4M

250

8

200

6
6

150

1

1

50

44

35

27

Christina

2

88

100

2

Red Clay

3

Seaford

4

Indian River

Laurel

Delmar

Brandywine

Red Clay

Christina

Seaford

Indian River

Laurel

Delmar

Brandywine

Colonial

Colonial

0

0

Budget bill exceptions include cases previously rejected
by the Unique Hazards Committee
1. $0.6M is the amount budgeted to pay for these exceptions; BCG’s estimate of actual costs (as shown on this slide) is $1.4M 2. Based on estimated 76% bus capacity
Note: Assumes that entirely new routes must be created to accommodate these students
Source: DE DOE Department of Transportation; BCG analysis
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1 Transportation
Opportunities

Opportunities and estimated annual impact
Efficiency opportunities

Impact

Redesign bus contracting process to provide incentives for districts to save
money (several potential options):
• Change current funding formula1,2, OR
• Eliminate funding formula and competitively bid routes and route management;
consider multi-district contracts3

$1.6-4.6M+

Increase minimum bus retirement age to 10 years (or 150,000 miles or a
nationally certified mileage standard for bus safety) to close gap with
national average retirement age of 14 years4
Eliminate funding of transportation for non-public school students
Empower Unique Hazards Committee to make final decisions on safetybased exceptions, and eliminate provisions in the budget bill that allow
otherwise ineligible students to ride the bus5

Total

$1.6-4.5M
$4.6M+

$4.1M

$3M
$0.6-1.4M

$9.0-12.0M+

1. Figures are an annual average of the total savings over 13 years 2. Three potential options valuated: a) decrease cost premium and increase salvage value estimate: cost premium = 5%,
salvage value estimate = 12%; b) state buys buses at state bid rate and gives to contractor: no cost premium or salvage estimate, state finances bus over 7 years; c) replace capital allowance
in formula with capital allowance payments for buses bought in year 1 plus annual profit payment equal to 55% of capital allowance provided under current funding formula
3. Figure is an annual average of the total savings over 5 years 4. Includes changes to cost premium (5%) and salvage value estimate (12%); figure is an annual average of the total savings
over 13 years 5. This does not apply to homeless children who are provided transportation under the McKinney-Vento Act
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Agenda

Transportation
• Additional opportunities
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1 Transportation
Opportunities

There are additional sources of value to consider
Improve efficiency of routes by relaxing current route structure constraints
• Design routes without regard to district lines
• Adjust bell times to allow for double or triple runs
• Consider sharing the same buses and/or bus routes among district schools, charter schools, and/or
vocational schools
• Provide common management of system across districts / state
Consolidate special school transportation and run the system at the county or state level
• Currently, the district in which a special school is located coordinates the transportation for students
attending that school1
• No collaboration exists between special schools to optimize transportation of students residing in
overlapping geographic areas
Standardize eligibility and ridership data reporting process across the state, using best practice
methodologies from other states as a guide

1. Most special schools draw students from an entire county, so the school’s home district provides transportation across multiple districts
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1 Transportation
Current state

Students become eligible for transportation through
various means
Eligible for school bus transportation

Ineligible

Rule

Live more than:
2 miles (7-12),
1 mile (K-6)
from school1

Live within
mileage, but
eligible due to
“unique hazard”
on route to
school

Rejected or not
considered
unique hazard,
but specifically
included by
legislature

Special
education
students
attending
special schools

Live within:
2 miles (7-12),
1 mile (K-6)
of school
Choice
students3

Monitor

Self-enforced
by districts

5-member
Unique Hazard
Committee2

Legislature
(Budget Bill)

Districts

Districts

Number of
students

94,922

1,285

2,474

3,476

20,1064

Percent of
total student
population

78

1

2

3

16

84%

Delaware, at 84%, has one of the highest rates
of student transportation in the country
1. Includes children eligible for transportation under the McKinney-Vento Act 2. Consists of representatives from the Department of Transportation; the New Castle County Crossing Guard
Division; Delaware Safety Council; Traffic Control Section, the Delaware State Police; and the Department of Education Associate for School Transportation (Chairman) 3. Low-income
students outside of the district in which the school is located are eligible for transportation reimbursements 4. Calculated from 2006-2007 total student enrollment, including charter schools
Source: DE DOE Transportation Office (numbers for 2006-2007 school year)
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Brandywine

Christina

Red Clay

Colonial

Caesar Rodney

Appoquinimink

Capital

Seaford

Cape Henlopen

Milford

Delmar4

Lake Forest

Indian River

Smyrna

Laurel

Woodbridge

Eligibility and ridership data demonstrate inconsistencies
in reporting methodology

10,573

19,233

15,728

10,475

6,967

7,294

5,982

3,304

4,371

3,909

1,070

3,740

7,887

3,930

2,131

1,942

9,167

20,211

12,952

9,092

5,980

6,188

4,905

2,807

4,121

3,875

1,084

3,235

7,310

3,620

1,864

1,823

87

105

82

87

86

85

82

85

94

99

101

86

93

92

87

94

7,684

15,097

12,191

8,500

4,246

6,278

4,296

2,711

3,126

3,521

1,199

3,082

7,327

3,750

1,773

2,059

Ridership as
% eligibility

84

75

94

93

71

101

88

97

76

91

111

95

100

104

95

113

Ridership as
% enrollment

73

78

78

81

61

86

72

82

72

90

112

82

93

95

83

106

05-06
enrollment1

05-06
eligibility2

Eligibility as
% enrollment

05-06
ridership3

Higher population density districts

Source and reporting timeline vary for each data point;
need for standardization of reporting process across state

Lower population density districts
Obvious data
discrepancies

1. Unit count 2. Public School Pupil Transportation 3. Annual Report of Pupil Transportation Expenditures 4. Discrepancies may be due to MD students attending school in DE and vice versa
Note: All district numbers include special education; districts listed in order from highest density to lowest density; 2005-2006 data
Source: DE DOE Transportation Office; BCG analysis
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Vo-techs’ eligibility and ridership data also shows need for
uniform reporting processes

New Castle VT

Polytech

Sussex Tech

05-06
enrollment1

3,492

1,150

1,194

05-06
eligibility2

3,281

1,148

1,193

94

100

100

3,256

1,199

1,093

Ridership as
% eligibility

99

104

92

Ridership as
% enrollment

93

104

92

Eligibility as
% enrollment

05-06
ridership3

Obvious data
discrepancies

1. Unit count 2. Public School Pupil Transportation 3. Annual Report of Pupil Transportation Expenditures
Note: 2005-2006 data
Source: DE DOE Transportation Office; BCG analysis
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Pop. density shows little relation to eligibility and ridership
Patterns not as defined as expected, perhaps due to reporting methods that vary by district
Eligibility as percentage of enrollment11
(%)
105
94
87

82

87 86 85

82 85

99101
86

93 92

94

100
94 100

120
101
94 93

87

40

0

0

Higher population density

NCCVT
Polytech
SCVT

40

Brandywine
Christina
Red Clay
Colonial
Caesar Rodney
Appoquinimink
Capital
Seaford
Cape Henlopen
Milford
Delmar
Lake Forest
Indian River
Smyrna
Laurel
Woodbridge

80

Lower population density

75

97

91

88

84

80

113

111

71

104
100
95
95

99

104
92

76

Brandywine
Christina
Red Clay
Colonial
Caesar
Appoquinimink
Capital
Seaford
Cape
Milford
Delmar
Lake Forest
Indian River
Smyrna
Laurel
Woodbridge

120

Higher population density

NCCVT
Polytech
SCVT

(%)

Ridership as percentage of eligibility22

Lower population density

Would expect lower eligibility in more dense districts
1. Unit count and Public School Pupil Transportation 2. Public School Pupil Transportation and Annual Report of Pupil Transportation Expenditures
Note: 2005-2006 data: Student detail by school and Public School Pupil Transportation; Annual Report of Pupil Transportation Expenditures
Source: DE DOE Transportation Office; BCG analysis
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Eligibility and ridership measured at different times and by
different means

Source1

How measured

Enrollment

Unit count: 2002-2007 Student Detail
by School

Measured at the end of September for the
current school year

Eligibility

Public School Pupils Transported,
January 2006

Districts compile number of eligible students
based on mileage, Unique Hazard exceptions,
and Budget Bill exceptions (actual methodology
varies by district); submit report to DOE
Transportation Office in January of school year

Ridership

Annual Report of Pupil
Transportation Expenditures, June
2006

Districts count or estimate actual number of
riders (methodology varies by district); submit
report to DOE Transportation Office at the end
of the school year (may also be reported in
January with eligibility data)

1. Reports or databases that contain the information
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What we’ve heard from districts about ridership, capacity

Mid-size district

Small district

Ridership

• Measured by headcount 2-3 times per
year
• Decreases throughout year, lowest in
spring
• Varies between 92-84% (morning routes)
• Double runs for all but 1 bus

• Do not keep track of ridership
• Base number of seats on eligibility
• Drivers tell district when they reach bus
capacity
• Double run routes have 15-20 students
on second run

New routes

• Start new buses at ~50% capacity in high
growth areas; they often fill up by end of
school year
• Never starts a route near 90% capacity
• Based on enrollment, expected ridership,
and growth potential of residential areas

• Have added only ~3 routes since redesign in 1996
• Add double runs instead (5 of 37 buses
currently on double runs)

Source: District Transportation Supervisors
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Illustrative

11% of a district’s bus routes have stops that fall within
minimum transportation mileage requirements

# morning
routes

School

# AM routes with
# students
# AM routes with
stops w/in 2
picked up
stops w/in 1 mile
miles of school (w/in 2 miles)
of school

# students
picked up
(w/in 1 mile)

2

14

3

2

n/a

1

25

3

n/a

2

29

12

8

n/a

1

3

Elementary School D

10

1

n/a

1

1

Middle School A

23

1

1

Middle School B

28

2

5

Middle School C

21

3

12

4

86

High School A

44

2

51

Total

194

28

68

15

161

Early Childhood Center A

8

1

Early Childhood Center B

15

Elementary School A

13

6

Elementary School B

9

Elementary School C

n/a

Cost of transporting these extra students – about 3% of
eligible riders – ranges between $126-189K per year1

Route falls within
minimum mileage
requirement for
school

1. Range calculated on per-student and per-route basis
Note: For middle schools, routes picking up within 2 miles of school may be compliant with mileage requirements as long as those routes pick up 6th graders only; under this assumption, cost
range is $116-189K per year
Source: Bus routing sheets
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Supporting analysis

Purchasing
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2 Purchasing
Current spend

Purchasing analysis focused on $178M portion
of total purchased goods and services
$M (2006)
600

595

417

Excluded from analysis:
• Capital spending
• Transportation
• Services to clients &
agencies
• Maintenance and repairs
• Utilities

$M (2006)
200
178

75

150
400

103
100
178

200

50

0

Purchased Excluded Purchasing
goods and
focus
areas
1
services

Includes all district and
charter spending on:
• Supplies and materials,
some equipment
• Professional services

0

Purchasing
focus

Goods

Services

Other purchased categories (eg, energy, transportation)
included in other sections of our analysis
1. Does not include salaries and benefits of instruction, instructional support services, and student support services, nor salaries and benefits of general and school administration
Note: Throughout this section, whenever districts are referred to (without mentioning charters), it should be read to include both districts and charters
Source: Delaware DOE 2005 Report of Educational Statistics; BCG analysis
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2 Purchasing
Current state

How Purchasing works today
Districts and charters may purchase
off of state contracts, or on their own

• Created and maintained by Government
Support Services Division of OMB
– contracts cover needs of all state
agencies – not specific to Education
– currently ~120 contracts available online

Nr.

Contract Description

01B
002
004
005
007
009
...

No. 2 Fuel Oil
Gasoline
Tires and Tubes
Bread Products
Auto Parts and Batteries
Motor Oil
...

~35 – 45%

1

Input (demand /
specifications)

2) Local Contracts
Local contracts
Nr.

State
agencies

School
districts

Description

01 Product

~55 – 65%1
Conditions
...

Supplier market

1) State Contract List
OMB – Government
Support Services Division

Overview of the state contract list

• School districts (and charters) not
mandated to buy on these contracts
• No exhaustive tracking of contract usage
– suppliers report back on purchased
volumes; information consolidated twice a
year to identify active contracts
– no comparison of state contract conditions
vs. school districts’ locally-negotiated
contracts
– contracts renewed annually almost
automatically

1. Estimate
Source: Interviews; BCG analysis
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2 Purchasing
Findings

Key findings
Purchasing organization and processes
Districts and charter schools purchase as highly independent entities
• Very little sharing of information, resources, or best practices
– monthly business managers’ meetings provide very loose, informal network
• Very limited “piggybacking” on other districts’ contracts
• Very limited bundling/pooling of demand
• Neither DOE nor OMB has much authority with regard to school district purchasing decisions
District purchasing organizations vary widely, but tend to lack dedicated resources and expertise
• Having a small purchasing organization in each district and charter school means high total purchasing
spending relative to the sophistication of the overall purchasing organization
• Limitations acknowledged in survey of district purchasing managers
Use of statewide contracts varies widely
• Some business managers claim to use statewide contracts 80-90% of the time, others use the list for a
limited set of specific categories, and others use it whenever they don’t have resources to bid themselves
Statewide contracts do not always provide the best terms
• Contracts are general, updated infrequently, and have broad terms (eg, no guaranteed volumes)
• Districts sometimes able to negotiate better terms through supplier relationships, more specific terms (eg,
volume guarantees, shorter contract durations)

Considering size of system, there is room for improvement
in the purchasing organization, processes, and expertise
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Recommended approach to strategic sourcing

6 Strategic Procurement Levers

1

2

3

4

5

6

Systematic
supplier
management

Bundling

Supplier
interfaces
and development

Demand
management

Standardization
and specs
redesign

In-house
vs.
contracted
out

5 Organization Enablers

Structure
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Governance &
collaboration

Processes

Metrics &
support
systems

Engaging people
for results
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Survey of Business Managers conducted to assess
organization and current capabilities

Purchasing Survey
6 Strategic Procurement Levers

• Developed to compare current
organization and capabilities with a worldclass organization
1
Systematic
supplier
management

2
Bundling

3

4

Supplier
Demand
interfaces management
and
development

5

6

Standardization
and specs
redesign

In-house
vs.
contracted
out

5 Organization Enablers

Structure

Governance &
collaboration

Processes
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Metrics &
support
systems

Engaging people
for results

• Survey distributed to Business Managers
of the 19 districts and a Charter School
representative
• Survey analysis:
– Seven Business Mangers responded,
representing both large and small
districts; following slides show the
average of their answers
– “BCG assessment” also made, based on
interviews and BCG experience
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Survey results show room for improvement
Current organization and processes
Characteristics
(1 = undeveloped; 5 = world class)

1

A. Overall purchasing strategy

B. Purchasing organization overview

2

3

Existing capabilities by purchasing lever

4

5

Characteristics
(1 = undeveloped; 5 = world class)

1

Systematic supplier management

2

Bundling

3

Supplier interfaces and
development

4

Demand management

5

Standardization and spec
redesign

6

''In-house vs. contracted out''

C. Operating relationship with the
state contract list

1

2

3

4

5

D. Systems

E. Metrics and rewards

BCG assessment

Districts’ self assessment

Source: Business Managers Survey; BCG analysis
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Survey results – Detail (I)
Review of current organization and processes

Capability assessment
Characteristics
(1 = undeveloped; 5 = world class)

1

2

3

4

5

Existing capabilities

Identified gaps and associated
implications

A. Overall purchasing strategy

• Written purchasing guidelines
exist and have been shared with
all staff involved in procurement

B. Purchasing organization overview

• Resources vary highly among
districts. No dedicated resources
in some districts

C. Operating relationship with the
state contract list

• Districts use the state contract list
irregularly due to occasional nonmatching specifications and
worse conditions

• State contract list should meet
Education-specific needs. Better
conditions should arise due to larger
scale and sourcing expertise

D. Systems

• Records are kept electronically,
but no single district-wide
database exists. eProcurement
and eSourcing tools employed
infrequently
• Purchasing performance is
somehow measured but not
compared to other districts. No
recent major savings recorded

• Single state-wide Purchasing
database should be created. Stateof-the-art tools to be employed

E. Metrics and rewards

BCG assessment

• Written purchasing strategy should
be officially approved by CFO /
business manager, guiding all
sourcing decisions at all levels in
the district
• Districts should establish a
Purchasing function leveraging
existing local expertise and sharing
resources

• Purchasing performance should be
tracked and staff accordingly
incentivized

Districts’ self assessment

Source: Business Managers Survey; BCG analysis
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Survey results – Detail (II)
Focus on overall strategy and use of state contract list

Districts’ capabilities self-assessment
Characteristics
(1 = undeveloped; 5 = world class)

1

2

3

Answers selected (quoted from survey)
4

5

A. Overall purchasing strategy
• “Written purchasing guidelines exist and have been shared
with all staff involved in procurement”
• “Coordination with other districts consists of full transparent
information sharing and occasional cooperation”
• “Our Purchasing strategy has some non-mandatory
objectives, action plans or metrics”
• “Purchasing strategy is in place, but is updated in irregular
intervals”

• Comprehensive purchasing
strategy
• Coordinated among districts
• Strategy with clear objectives,
actions and metrics
• Strategies regularly updated
C. Relationship with the state
contract list
• Usage of contract list
• Contract list conditions
• Contracts specifications

Districts’ self assessment

• “The state contract list is my primary source of information”
“Our district sources a significant portion of our goods and
services through the state contracts (eg, ~50 % of annual
spend volume)’”
• “The contracts in the state list only offer better conditions
than what I can negotiate independently for very specific
items”
• “The contracts in the state list sometimes match the
specifications of the goods and services our district
purchases”

Source: Business Managers Survey
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Survey results – Detail (III)
Review of capabilities and gaps across the six purchasing levers

Capability assessment
Characteristics
(1 = undeveloped; 5 = world class)

1

2

3

4

5

Existing capabilities

Identified gaps and associated
implications

1

Systematic supplier management

• Districts have different supplier
selection and supplier management
processes. Decisions mainly pricebased

• District should use a rigorous process when
selecting a supplier, have a clear
understanding of the supplier market
structure and managing contracts

2

Bundling

• Districts try to bundle purchases for
some specific categories. Best
practices are recorded regularly, but
not shared across districts

• Bundling (pooling of demand) across districts
should be a focus of all purchasing activities.
Sourcing best practices should actively
shared across districts

3

Supplier interfaces and
development

• Districts have electronic interfaces,
but only use them in some cases.
Some frame agreements and
standard contracts in place

• Districts should work with suppliers to simplify
administrative information flows using
electronic interfaces. Frame agreements or
standard contracts should be in place

4

Demand management

• Districts do not have a regular
reassessment process. Some are
establishing tracking mechanisms
for compliance

• District should periodically reassess
purchasing needs, ensuring alignment with
specifications and track compliance across all
categories

5

Standardization and spec
redesign

• Districts try to use standardized
products with only occasional
involvement of users and suppliers

• Districts should actively try to use
standardized components. Users and
suppliers should be involved in the definition
of specifications

6

''In-house vs. contracted out''

• Districts use a price-based 'inhouse vs. contracted out' decision
making process

• Districts should pursue 'in-house vs.
contracted out' decisions based on detailed
total cost of ownership analysis of internal vs.
external options

BCG assessment

Districts’ self assessment

Source: Business Managers Survey; BCG analysis
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Evidence both inside and outside of DE supports
significant opportunity
Even mature organizations achieve significant
savings when focusing on Purchasing ...
Industry

Initiative

Impact

Telecom

Purchasing org
redesign

30% cost reduction

National
railway

Review of business
units by strategic
purchasing lever

14% savings
(~$13M / yr in
signed bids)

Pharma

10% savings
Comprehensive
rebuild of purchasing identified, 2%
secured yr 1
org and processes

Industrial
conglomerate

Implementation of a
world class sourcing
organization across
geographies

22% savings
identified, 10%
realized yr 1

2 Purchasing
Findings

... and past evidence in Delaware points
to substantial opportunities
• P2: ‘Partner$ in Procurement’
– 2002 state government purchasing initiative
– $44M spending in scope, across very different
spend categories including office supplies,
furniture, paper, janitorial supplies, lab supplies,
computer hardware, photocopiers, network and
cellular services
– Very good results achieved: 14% average
savings, up to 31% in some categories (eg, office
supplies)
– Limited participation from school districts
• Report on Textbooks Purchasing
– 1997 report by State Auditor
– Reiterated savings opportunity and estimated
impact
– Claimed previous recommendations had not
been implemented

Internal and external analysis suggest
significant savings potential in Purchasing
Source: Project documentation: Delaware “Partner$ in Procurement;” Department of Public Instruction: Economy and Efficiency Audit; BCG project experience
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Initial estimates show savings opportunity of ~$15-25M
$M (2006)

$M (2006)

30

9 to 14%

200
178

25

25

10

High

15

Low

153

11
5

High

6

Low

150
20

10

14

100

5

High

9

Low

10
15

50

0

0

Addressable
cost base

Savings
potential

Reduced cost
base

Savings
potential

Goods

Services

BCG project experience suggests 9-14% savings
target is realistic
Source: BCG project experience and analysis
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2 Purchasing
Opportunities

Opportunities and estimated annual impact
Efficiency opportunities

Impact

Formalize statewide coordination of the education purchasing function,
balancing local ownership with optimized purchasing
• Establish a statewide education Purchasing Council, with representation from the state
(OMB Gov’t Support Services Division), districts, and charter schools
• For “commodities” (~80% of all purchasing categories, less instruction-related; eg,
office supplies) establish state-level education-specific Central Category Managers1
with oversight of the Purchasing Council. Require districts and charter schools to
purchase on statewide contracts in these categories.
• For a few categories (local, instruction-related; eg, textbooks) create a Lead Buyer1
Network at the district / charter level with oversight of the Purchasing Council. Require
districts / charters to participate in the Lead Buyer Network.

Professionalize the education purchasing function
•
•
•
•

Define procurement processes, including supplier selection and negotiation
Develop system of metrics and incentives, and track performance
Improve communication of strategies and best practices
Develop state-of-the-art procurement tools
– Establish a state-wide purchasing-related database for education (eg, suppliers,
contracts, negotiation schedules, SME contacts, etc.)
– Increase and improve the use of electronic interfaces (eg, eProcurement)
• Incorporate systems to ensure quality control and the highest service quality by building
in a clear and transparent customer satisfaction process and the option to purchase
outside of statewide contracts if a charter school, district, or DOE can document equal
or better cost, service, and quality from a competing provider

$15-25M
(9-14% of
total spend)

1. Central Category Managers and Lead Buyers perform several roles with oversight from the Purchasing Council: ensure communication across districts; bid, negotiate and own contracts;
track compliance; ‘one-face’ to the supplier market
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Sourcing organization options
Typical criteria to select target organization
Proposed organization
What degree of centralization vs. decentralization? What
role of the center(s)? Opportunity for shared services?
• Commodities segmentation / suppliers market structure /
relative weight of districts
• Management philosophy
• Lead buyers vs. central buyers vs. coordinated work
Feasibility / speed to reach target
• Competencies gap (if strong, it can be wise to move to
target in several steps)
• Buy-in of line / functional management
• Strength of "signal" sent to the organization
(breakthrough vs. continuous improvement)
• Risks / costs of transition
Effectiveness / costs
• Ability to realize savings
• Ability to improve other performance dimensions (leadtime / quality)
Clear and efficient interfaces with
• Line operations
• Functional departments
Attracting / developing key individuals and skills
• Critical mass (in each district)
• Sourcing maturity
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Selected organization must have
• adequate degree of centralization
considering global / local nature of
purchased goods and services; ie,
Category
nature
Global

Local

Recommended
organizational
form

3

Central category manager

2

Lead buyer / category manager
network

1

Local sourcing/loose network

and ensure ...
• ...scale
A
• ...local input
B
• ...compliance
C
D
• ...expertise
E• ...performance
61

Three main organization options considered
Decentralized

1 Loose network / local sourcing

Hybrid

2

Lead buyer / category
manager network

Centralized

3

Central sourcing

Pros

Pros

Pros

• Responsiveness to local requirements
– technical requirements
– planning/demand forecasting
• Easy implementation
• Buy-in of local line management

• Critical mass to develop highly skilled
category managers
• Leadership to implement cost reduction
actions for some key categories
• Critical size to develop know-how,
methodology, and attract high potential
employees

• Concentration of purchasing power by
key category
• Development of sourcing / supply chain
expertise on key categories
• Leadership to implement cost reduction
actions and easier arbitration of conflicts
• Simplified interfaces

Cons

Cons

Cons

• Duplication of resources
• Focus on day-to-day troubleshooting
with priority on procurement vs
sourcing; focus on continuous
improvement
• Potential lack of consistent strategy,
methodology, and culture
• Difficulty to attract high potential
employees

• Complexity of coordination
– risk of low compliance in districts
– strong trust needs to be established
between all lead buyers

• Complexity of coordination with line
operations
• Potential loss of "field" experience
• Distrust from local line management
("fat center / overheads")

Initial assessment indicates Central Sourcing / Lead Buyer
Network is most suitable option for Delaware
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Eight key criteria for definition of organizational form
for category management

Customer
(instructional)
clearance

Technical
complexity of
parts/services

Homogeneity
of
specifications

Market
globalization

Market
consolidation1

Supplier
overlap
among
districts

Fragmentation
of demand
among districts

Purchase
volume2
Focus
Focus

No customer
clearance
necessary to
switch supplier

No deep
technical
know-how
needed for
category
mgmt.

Homogenous
needs in
category, little
diversity of
goods /
services

Global market,
suppliers can
deliver
worldwide

Consolidated
suppliers,
demand
bundling
necessary for
negotiation
power

Districts use
same suppliers

Almost all
districts have
demand for
goods /
services

Significant
yearly volume
for districts
(more than
$5M)

Customer
clearance
needed for
roughly 50% of
goods/services

Technical
expertise and
on-site contact
needed for
some parts

Goods /
services can
be segmented
in a few
relevant
categories

Regional
market,
suppliers can
deliver to many
sites, but not
all of them

Some supplier
consolidation;
bundling
increases
negotiation
power

Some common
suppliers
across districts

About 50% of
districts have
demand for
goods /
services

Moderate
yearly volume
for districts’
($1-5M)

Customer
clearance
needed for
vast majority of
goods/services

Complex
goods /
services;
purchasing
needs to be
close to end
customer

Highly diverse
goods/
services,
specific
knowledge
required for
purchasing

Local market,
suppliers can
deliver only to
selected sites

Small,
fragmented
suppliers; no
demand
bundling
necessary

No supplier
overlap

Only 1-3
districts with
demand

Small yearly
volume (less
than $1M)

Global

Recommended
Recommended
organizational
organizational
form
form

3
Central
category
manager

2
Lead buyer /
category
manager
network

1
Local
sourcing /
loose network

Local

1. Market consolidation correlates with capacity of satisfying bundled demands 2. Combined volume across districts
Source: BCG analysis
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Detailed example commodity category: office supplies

Customer
(instructional)
clearance

Technical
complexity of
parts/services

Homogeneity
of
specifications

Market
globalization

Market
consolidation1

Supplier
overlap
among
districts

Fragmentation
of demand
among districts

Purchase
volume2
Focus
Focus

No customer
clearance
necessary to
switch supplier

No deep
technical
know-how
needed for
category
mgmt.

Homogenous
needs in
category, little
diversity of
goods /
services

Global market,
suppliers can
deliver
worldwide

Consolidated
suppliers,
demand
bundling
necessary for
negotiation
power

Districts use
same suppliers

Almost all
districts have
demand for
goods /
services

Significant
yearly volume
for districts
(more than
$5M)

Customer
clearance
needed for
roughly 50% of
goods/services

Technical
expertise and
on-site contact
needed for
some parts

Goods /
services can
be segmented
in a few
relevant
categories

Regional
market,
suppliers can
deliver to many
sites, but not
all of them

Some supplier
consolidation;
bundling
increases
negotiation
power

Some common
suppliers
across districts

About 50% of
districts have
demand for
goods /
services

Moderate
yearly volume
for districts’
($1-5M)

Customer
clearance
needed for
vast majority of
goods/services

Complex
goods /
services;
purchasing
needs to be
close to end
customer

Highly diverse
goods/
services,
specific
knowledge
required for
purchasing

Local market,
suppliers can
deliver only to
selected sites

Small,
fragmented
suppliers; no
demand
bundling
necessary

No supplier
overlap

Only 1-3
districts with
demand

Small yearly
volume (less
than $1M)

Global

Recommended
Recommended
organizational
organizational
form
form

3
Central
category
manager

2
Lead buyer /
category
manager
network

1
Local
sourcing /
loose network

Local

1. Market consolidation correlates with capacity of satisfying bundled demands 2. Combined volume across districts
Source: BCG analysis
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Category classification: goods
Class

Volume
in-scope

Spend 2006 ($)

Category
Category classification
classification

1

2

3

Comment
Close interaction between supplier and
instructional personnel required

9

Books and publications

$30,767,257

$30,767,257

Computer / word processing
supplies1

$14,041,972

$14,041,972

9

Office supplies

$6,359,374

$6,359,374

9

Material repair / maintenance

$4,786,668

$4,786,668

9

Suppliers may be more localized

Operating supplies (food2)

$3,900,146

$3,900,146

9

Tastes may be localized

Vehicle fuel

$3,002,744

$3,002,744

9

Janitorial

$2,570,867

$2,570,867

9

Athletic supplies

$1,283,556

$1,283,556

9

Sfty/Med/Lab/Health & Beauty

$418,289

$418,289

9

Clothing and linens

$184,071

$184,071

9

Schools operating supplies

$79,382

$79,382

9

Merchandise for resale

$64,722

$64,722

9

Agriculture

$63,687

$63,687

9

Miscellaneous

$13,610

$13,610

9

$7,946,388

$7,946,388

9

Capital Outlay – Equipment3
1

Local sourcing

2

Lead buyer network

3

Central category manager

1. Includes cat. computer/word process/software (~$7.5M) 2. Includes only part of food expenditures due to different classification of spending among districts
3. Includes office, instructional equipment, lab furniture (~$5M)
Note: Volume estimates based on DFMS object code level data
Source: DFMS; BCG analysis
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Category classification: services
Category classification
classification
Category

Class

Spend 2006
($)

Volume
in-scope

1

2

3

Professional services

$76,723,129

$75,494,916

Repair and maintenance

$64,680,253

$0

$3,887,847

$3,887,847

Public utilities services

$28,088,956

$0

Other contractual services

$19,946,021

$13,741,984

Insurance

$2,851,332

$2,851,332

9

Telecomm/services/lease/rent

$2,730,844

$2,730,844

9

Communications

$1,103,518

$1,103,518

9

Relocation costs

$229,031

$0

$200,240,931

$99,810,440

Service photocopier equipment

Contractual services total

Comment

9

Category
Category classification
classification

Class

Spend 2006

Volume
in-scope

1

2

3

$824,962

$824,962

9

Out-of-state travel

$1,880,971

$1,880,971

9

Total

$2,705,934

$2,705,934

In-state travel

1

Local sourcing

2

Lead buyer network

Note: Volume estimates based on DFMS object code level data; totals may not add due to rounding
Source: DFMS; BCG analysis
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Comment

3

Central category manager

Detailed analysis
follows
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Category classification: services – Detail (I)
Professional services

Category
Category classification
classification

Class

Spend
(2006)

Volume
in-scope

1

2

3

Comment

Professional fees - construction

$28,131,157

$28,131,157

9

Other professional service

$27,430,511

$27,430,511

9

Contracted labor

$3,800,219

$3,800,219

9

Educational consulting

$3,439,939

$3,439,939

9

Close interaction with local instructional
personnel required

Therapists

$1,577,234

$1,577,234

9

Suppliers likely more localized

Legal services

$1,520,206

$1,520,206

9

Computer services1

$2,543,243

$2,543,243

9

Contracts - state agencies

$1,228,213

$0

Game administration

$1,144,943

$1,144,943

9

Medical/related services

$970,284

$970,284

9

Auditors

$876,900

$876,900

9

Others

$4,060,279

$4,060,279

9

Total

$76,723,129

$75,494,916

1

Local sourcing

2

Lead buyer network

3

Central category manager

1. Includes several categories in Comp related services in Contractual services, Land/Facilities IT services (Comptr Serv-Otr State Agn, ~$1,4M)
Note: Volume estimates based on DFMS object code level data; totals may not add due to rounding
Source: DFMS; BCG analysis
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Category classification: services – Detail (II)
Other contractual services

Category
Category classification
classification

Class

Spend
(2006)

Volume
in-scope

1

2

3

Indirect cost

$6,204,038

$0

Assoc dues and conf fees

$3,157,543

$3,157,543

School shopping basket1

$2,133,933

$2,133,933

Licenses and permits

$1,675,516

$1,675,516

9

Bids and contracts

$1,246,012

$1,246,012

9

Printing & binding

$1,012,878

$1,012,878

9

Student body activity

$872,975

$872,975

Advertising

$767,282

$767,282

9

Food service - other

$750,296

$750,296

9

Student travel

$673,998

$673,998

9

Training

$275,848

$275,848

9

Internal printing - schools

$261,618

$261,618

Other

$914,082

$914,082

Total

$19,946,021

$13,741,984

1

Local sourcing

2

Lead buyer network

Comments

9
9

Varies by district

9

Specific focus on local/regional needs

9

3

Central category manager

1. Potential overlap with Benefits opportunity area
Note: Volume estimates based on DFMS object code level data; totals may not add due to rounding
Source: DFMS; BCG analysis
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Analysis of nature of purchased goods/services suggests
strong advantages with centralization

Analysis of categories
Majority of categories purchased by the
districts are commodities, eg,
• Goods: office supplies, technology, energy,
janitorial supplies
• Services: insurance, medical, technology
services

Recommended
organizational
form

Focus
Global

3
Central category
manager

2

Exceptions identified: defined by close
relation to instructional activities, eg,
• Books and publications
• Educational consulting
• Therapists

Lead buyer /
category manager
network
1
Local sourcing /
loose network
Local

For most categories, clear advantages with centralization –
exceptions to be treated differently
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Central category management allows for highest degree
of coordination of purchasing activities
1
Local sourcing /
loose network
Sub-functions / activities

Districts
purchasing

Central
purchasing

2 Lead buyer /
category manager
network

3

District
purchasing

District
purchasing

Cat. mgr.

Central category
management

Strategic sourcing activities
• Define sourcing strategy
• Supplier market analysis
• Supplier qualification, development
• Supplier selection
• Contract negotiation
• Contract design and management
• Coordinate inter-subsidiary contract negotiations
• Setup and implementation of cost reduction projects

9

9

Operative sourcing activities
• Ordering process, delivery schedule (incl. logistics)

9

9

9

Supporting activities
• Sourcing reporting
• Sourcing controlling

9
9

9

9

9
9
9
9
9
9

9
9

9

9
9

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9
9

9

Central
cat. mgr.

9

Source: SPEED team analysis; BCG project experience
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Solution must fulfill different requirements
How to ensure...
Category /
organization
3 Central categories
(commodity
categories)
• Central category
manager at state
level
• Specializing in
Education Purch.
• Constituent of
Purch. Council

2 Local categories
• Lead Buyer
Network
• Lead buyer at
district level
• Council as
oversight

A

...scale

B ...local input

Category Manager
negotiates for all
districts (when
possible, bundle with
other state agencies,
higher education)

Category Manager
responsible for
incorporating local
input

Lead buyer
negotiates contracts
on behalf of districts
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Lead buyer
champions network,
ensures information
sharing
Council arbitrates in
case of local conflicts

C

...expertise

D ...compliance

Category Manager at
State level with
specific training in
Education, OR
Districts Purchasing
Manager moves to
the State

One single contract
in place

Lead buyer
appointed among
current purchasing
managers based on
expertise (not on
purchasing volume)

One or several
contracts in place
(local specs) under
lead buyer’s
supervision

Districts mandated to
buy off state contract
Council supports in
case of litigation

E ...performance
Category Manager
responsible for
conditions receives
incentives depending
on savings achieved
(negotiations,
compliance)

Lead buyer
responsible for global
category
performance. Local
buyers responsible
for non-compliance
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OMB - Government Support
Services Division
Purchasing
Council

Districts

State / DOE

How it works: Lead Buyer Network with Purchasing Council

District
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2 Lead Buyer Network
• Lead Buyer responsible for specific categories; eg,
books and publications, instructional services, etc.
• Lead Buyers appointed from current purchasing
managers
• Leverage existing expertise at district level; no
additional resources
• Lead Buyer champions network of all buyers at the
districts for his / her categories
– ensures communication across districts
– bids, negotiates, and owns contracts
– tracks compliance
– ‘one-face’ to the supplier market
Purchasing Council
• Consists of representatives from Lead Buyers, districts
(eg, a superintendent), and state (eg, OMB
Government Support Services Division)
• Acts as oversight body for district decisions - decisions
shared among state and districts
• Responsible for effective communication

Lead Buyer
District
representative

Description

OMB- State
representative
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Emerging recommendation on organization

Central category managers

Lead buyer network

6 central category managers at state level
specializing in education purchasing
• Goods (4)
– operating supplies (office, janitorial, etc.)
– technology (cooperate w/ tech. services
category manager and Technology
Dept. at State level)
– capital expenses (construction,
equipment, etc.) (2)
• Services (2)
– non-instruction related services incl.
travel (legal, consulting, etc.)
– technology services (cooperate w/ tech.
equipment category manager and
Technology Dept. at State level)

Several networks led by current purchasing
managers at district level, eg:
• Network for books and publications
• Network for food/food-related services
• Network for school specific services (eg,
therapists, educational consultant, etc.)
• ...
Currently, Contracting Division of Gov. Support
Services (OMB) has 9 employees (for statewide
contracting, not only education):
• Administrator (1)
• Supervisor (2)
• Procurement officers (5)
• Admin. specialist (1)

Assumed incremental cost of 2 FTE (~$250,000) – 4
category managers from within the current resources
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Agenda

Purchasing
• Saving estimates
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Summary of savings potential
Spend
(2006)

Category

Volume
in-scope

Saving
potential
low (%)

Saving
potential
high (%)

Saving
potential
low ($)

Saving
potential
high ($)

$75,482,734

$75,482,734

9%

14%

$6,550,032

$10,625,318

SERVICES
incl. Travel

$202,946,864

$102,516,373

8%

14%

$8,642,941

$14,137,526

Total

$278,429,599

$177,999,108

9%

14%

$15,192,973

$24,762,844

GOODS

$M (2006)

$M (2006)

9 to 14%

30

200
178

150

25
10
15

High
Low

25

11

153
5
20

High

10
6

Low
14

100
10

50

High

5

Low

15
9

0

0

Addressable cost Savings potential
base

Reduced cost
base

Savings potential

Goods

Services

Note: Totals may not ad due to rounding
Source: BCG analysis
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Rationale for savings potential in select key categories

Categories
Goods
• Books and publications

• Operating supplies (office,
athletic, janitorial, etc.)

Services
• Professional services
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Potential actions to achieve improvements
• Systematic supplier review: break semi-monopolistic supplier market
• Leverage state-wide scale (‘one face’) – bundle and coordinate demand among
districts
• Coordinate curriculum review cycles
• Compare prices and payment terms of different districts
• Contact suppliers for technical cooperation
• Bundle demand and launch competitive bidding: negotiate catalog prices and
discounts, optimize ordering and delivery process, redesign product specifications
• Concentration of suppliers, reduction in the number of SKUs
• Demand management (forecast and ordering process)

• Standardizable services (eg, security services, cleaning, etc.): Create standard service
specifications and launch competitive bidding
• Non-standardizable services (legal, design engineering, etc.): improve sourcing
process and increase degree of competitiveness for supplier
• Bundle services with synergies for suppliers (eg, source office cleaning and security
service from the same supplier at one site)
• Bundle purchasing volume over sites (eg, use same supplier for security at all sites)
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Initial saving estimates: goods
Class

Spend (2006)

Volume
in-scope

Saving
potential
low (%)

Saving
potential
high (%)

Saving
potential
low ($)

Saving
potential
high ($)

Purchasing
Purchasing optimization
optimization levers
levers

1

2

3

4

5

9

9

9

Books and publications

$30,767,257

$30,767,257

10%

15%

$3,076,726

$4,615,089

9

9

Computer/word prcssng supplies1

$14,041,972

$14,041,972

7%

15%

$982,938

$2,106,296

9

9

9

Office supplies

$6,359,374

$6,359,374

15%

20%

$953,906

$1,271,875

9

9

9

9

Material repair/ maintenance

$4,786,668

$4,786,668

10%

15%

$478,667

$718,000

9

9

9

9

Operating supplies (food2)

$3,900,146

$3,900,146

5%

10%

$195,007

$390,015

9

9

9

Vehicle fuel

$3,002,744

$3,002,744

0%

1%

$0

$30,027

9

9

Janitorial

$2,570,867

$2,570,867

10%

15%

$257,087

$385,630

9

9

9

Athletic supplies

$1,283,556

$1,283,556

10%

15%

$128,356

$192,533

9

9

9

Sfty/Med/Lab/Health & Beauty

$418,289

$418,289

10%

15%

$41,829

$62,743

9

9

9

Clothing and linens

$184,071

$184,071

10%

15%

$18,407

$27,611

9

9

9

Schools operating supplies

$79,382

$79,382

10%

15%

$7,938

$11,907

9

9

9

Merchandise for resale

$64,722

$64,722

7%

12%

$4,531

$7,767

9

9

Agriculture

$63,687

$63,687

10%

15%

$6,369

$9,553

9

9

9

Miscellaneous

$13,610

$13,610

7%

12%

$953

$1,633

9

9

9

Capital Outlay – Equipment3

$7,946,388

$7,946,388

5%

10%

$397,319

$794,639

9

9

9

Supplies and materials total

$75,482,734

$ 75,482,734

9%

14%

$6,550,032

$10,625,318

Systematic

1 supplier review

2 Bundling

Supplier interfaces

3 and development

Demand

4 management

Standardization /

5 specs redesign

9

9

6

9
9

9

9

6 Make-or-buy

1. Includes cat. computer/word process/software (~$7.5M) 2. Includes only part of food expenditures 3. Includes office, instructional equipment, lab furniture (~$5M)
Note: Volume estimates based on DFMS object code level data; totals may not add due to rounding
Source: DFMS; BCG analysis
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Books and publications account for ~40% of materials spend
Goods: breakdown of expenditures
$M (2006)
80

75.5

30.8

60

14.0
40
6.4
4.8
3.9

20

3.0
2.6

1.3

0.4

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

7.9

0.0
0
Books Computer/ Office
Total
Supplies
And
Supplies
Word
Publicatio Prcssng
and
ns
Materials
Supplies1

Matl- Operating Vehicle
Fuel
Repair/ Supplies2
Maintenance

Janitorial

Athletic Sfty/Med/ Clothing Schools MerchanAnd
Operating dise For
Supplies
Lab/
Health & Linens Supplies Resale
Beauty

Agriculture

Miscellaneous

Capital
OutlayEquipment3

1. Includes cat. computer/word process/software (~$7.5M) 2. Equals Food (~$3.2M institutional, ~$0.7M non-institutional); additional food related expenditure in Other contractual services
under Food Services- Other (~$0.8M) 3. Capital expenditure: includes office, instructional equipment, lab furniture (~$5M)
Source: DFMS, Object code data level; BCG analysis
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Initial savings estimates: services
Spend
(2006)

Class

In
scope
?

Volume
in-scope

Saving
potential
low (%)

Saving
potential
high (%)

Saving
potential
low ($)

Purchasing
Purchasing optimization
optimization levers
levers

Saving
potential
high ($)

1

2

3

4

9

9

9

Professional services

$76,723,129

yes

$75,494,916

8%

13%

Repair and maintenance

$64,680,253

no

$0

0%

0%

$0

$0

$3,887,847

yes

$3,887,847

10%

15%

$388,785

$583,177

Public utilities services

$28,088,956

no

$0

0%

0%

$0

$0

Other contractual services

$19,946,021

yes

$13,741,984

9%

15%

$1,252,058

$2,002,882

Insurance

$2,851,332

yes

$2,851,332

10%

15%

$285,133

$427,700

9

9

9

Telecomm/services/lease/rent

$2,730,844

yes

$2,730,844

7%

15%

$191,159

$409,627

9

9

9

Communications

$1,103,518

yes

$1,103,518

7%

15%

$77,246

$165,528

9

9

9

Relocation costs

$229,031

no

$0

10%

15%

$0

$0

$200,240,931

$99,810,440

8%

14%

$2,705,934

$2,705,934

10%

15%

Saving
potential
low (%)

Saving
potential
high (%)

Service photocopier equipment

Contractual services total
Travel

Spend
(2006)

Class

In
scope
?

Volume
in-scope

$270,593
Saving
potential
low ($)

Purchasing
Purchasing optimization
optimization levers
levers

Saving
potential
high ($)

1

2

3

4

10%

15%

$82,496

$123,744

9

9

9

Out-of-state travel

$1,880,971

yes

$1,880,971

10%

15%

$188,097

$282,146

9

9

9

Total

$2,705,934

$2,705,934

10%

15%

$270,593

$405,890

2 Bundling

Supplier interfaces

3 and development

Note: Volume estimates based on DFMS object code level data; totals may not add due to rounding
Source: DFMS; BCG analysis
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Demand

4 management

9

$405,890

$824,962

Systematic

9

$8,372,348 $13,731,636

yes

1 supplier review

6

$6,177,966 $10,142,723

$824,962

In-state travel

5

Standardization/

5 specs redesign

5

6

6 Make-or-buy
Detailed analysis
follows

79

Initial savings estimates: services – Detail (I)
Professional services

Spend
(2006)

Class

Volume
in-scope

Saving
potential
low (%)

Saving
potential
high (%)

Saving
potential
low ($)

Purchasing
Purchasing optimization
optimization levers
levers

Saving
potential
high ($)

1

2

3

4

5

9

Professional fees - construction

$28,131,157

$28,131,157

10%

15%

$2,813,116

$4,219,674

9

9

9

Other professional service

$27,430,511

$27,430,511

5%

10%

$1,371,526

$2,743,051

9

9

9

Contracted labor

$3,800,219

$3,800,219

10%

20%

$380,022

$760,044

9

9

9

Educational consulting

$3,439,939

$3,439,939

10%

15%

$343,994

$515,991

9

9

9

Therapists

$1,577,234

$1,577,234

10%

15%

$157,723

$236,585

9

9

9

Legal services

$1,520,206

$1,520,206

10%

15%

$152,021

$228,031

9

9

9

Computer services1

$2,543,243

$2,543,243

10%

15%

$254,324

$381,487

9

9

9

Contracts - state agencies

$1,228,213

$0

10%

15%

$0

$0

9

9

9

Game administration

$1,144,943

$1,144,943

10%

15%

$114,494

$171,742

9

9

9

Medical/related services

$970,284

$970,284

10%

15%

$97,028

$145,543

9

9

9

Auditors

$876,900

$876,900

10%

15%

$87,690

$131,535

9

9

9

Others

$4,060,279

$4,060,279

10%

15%

$406,028

$609,042

9

9

9

Total

$76,723,129

$75,494,916

8%

13%

$6,177,966

$10,142,723

Systematic

1 supplier review

2 Bundling

Supplier interfaces

3 and development

Demand

4 management

Standardization/

5 specs redesign

6

9

9

9

9
9

6 Make-or-buy

1. Includes several categories in Comp related services in Contractual services, Land/Facilities IT services (Comptr Serv-Otr State Agn, ~$1,4M)
Note: Volume estimates based on DFMS object code level data; totals may not add due to rounding
Source: DFMS; BCG analysis
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Prof. fees in construction largest prof. service spend
Professional services: breakdown of expenditures

$M (2006)
80

76.7

Architects
Construction managers
Engineers

28.1
12.8

60

8.7

6.7

27.4

40

List of categories7 included:
• Court Settlement
• Inspection Fees
• Otsde Cmptr Srv/N-State Ag
• Computer Consult Services
• Temporary Employmnt Service
• Psychologist
• Stipends
• Honorariums (Inc Trav Exp)
• Program And Systems Design
• Exterminator
• Trav Exp Allow/N-St Emp
• Contracts-Univ Of Delaware
• Computer Training
• Educatnl Mgmt Consult
• Surveyors & Related

Uncategorized
expenditures1; includes:
• Red Clay
~$14M
• Brandywine ~$3M
• Christina
~$2.5M
• Colonial
~$2M
• Indian River ~$1M
• Lake Forest ~$0.8M

3.8
20

• Medical Contractor
• Interpreters
• Travel Reimb. Non State Emp.
• Psychiatrist
• Artists & Related
• Professional - Negotiators
• Dentist
• Court Reporters
• Hearing Examiners
• Arbitrators
• Medical Doctor
• Recording Fees
• Laboratory Fees
• Appraisal & Estimate Fees
• Personal Services

3.4
2.5

1.6

1.5

1.2

1.1

1.0

0.9

4.1

0
Professiona
l services

ProfeOther
Contracted Educatnl
ssional Professiona Labor2
Consult3
Fees/Const l Service

Computer Therapists4
Legal
Contracts- Game Adm. Medical/
services
Services5
State
Related
Agencies
Svcs

Auditors6

Others

1. Expenditure for Colonial and Christina consists of contracted professional services (eg, substitutes, intervention services, tutoring, mentoring, etc.) 2. Does not include category Temporary
Employment Services ($398K) 3. Includes Educ. Mgmt. Consulting (~$500K) 4. Therapist as separate category; does not include Psychologist (~$237K) 5. Does not include Court
Settlements (~$800K) 6. Does not include Inspection fees (~$557K) 7. Decreasing magnitude. Each less than $800K
Source: DFMS, Object code data level; BCG analysis
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Initial savings estimates: services – Detail (II)
Other contractual services

Class

Spend 2006
($)

In
scope?

Volume
in-scope

Saving
potential
low (%)

Saving
potential
high (%)

Saving
potential
low ($)

Purchasing optimization
optimization levers
levers
Purchasing

Saving
potential
high ($)

1

2

3

4

5

Indirect cost

$6,204,038

no

$0

0%

0%

$0

$0

Assoc dues and conf fees

$3,157,543

yes

$3,157,543

10%

15%

$315,754

$473,632

9

9

9

School shopping basket1

$2,133,933

yes

$2,133,933

10%

15%

$213,393

$320,090

9

9

9

Licenses and permits

$1,675,516

yes

$1,675,516

5%

10%

$83,776

$167,552

9

9

9

9

Bids and contracts

$1,246,012

yes

$1,246,012

10%

15%

$124,601

$186,902

9

9

9

9

9

Printing & binding

$1,012,878

yes

$1,012,878

10%

20%

$101,288

$202,576

9

9

9

9

Student body activity

$872,975

yes

$872,975

10%

15%

$87,297

$130,946

9

9

9

Advertising

$767,282

yes

$767,282

5%

10%

$38,364

$76,728

9

9

9

Food service - other

$750,296

yes

$750,296

10%

15%

$75,030

$112,544

9

9

9

Student travel

$673,998

yes

$673,998

10%

15%

$67,400

$101,100

9

9

9

Training

$275,848

yes

$275,848

10%

15%

$27,585

$41,377

9

9

9

Internal printing - schools

$261,618

yes

$261,618

10%

20%

$26,162

$52,324

9

9

9

Other

$914,082

yes

$914,082

10%

15%

$91,408

$137,112

9

9

9

Total

$19,946,021

$13,741,984

9%

15%

Systematic

1 supplier review

2 Bundling

Supplier interfaces

3 and development

Demand

4 management

6

9

9
9

$1,252,058 $2,002,882
Standardization/

5 specs redesign

6 Make-or-buy

1. Potential overlap with Benefits work stream; further analysis required
Note: Volume estimates based on DFMS object code level data; totals may not add due to rounding
Source: DFMS; BCG analysis
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Other contractual services includes ~$6M in indirect costs
Other contractual services: breakdown of expenditures

$M 20
(2006)

19.9

6.2

15
3.2

2.1
10
1.7
1.2
1.0
0.9

5

0.8
0.8

0.7

0.3

0.3

0.9

0

Other
Contractual
services

School Licenses Bids And Printing & Student
Assoc
Indirect
And Contracts Binding
Body
Cost Dues And Shopping
Basket Permits
Activity
Conf
Fees

Student Training Internal
Food
AdvertPrintingising Service - Travel
Schools
Other

Other1

1. Includes 25 categories; all under $250K, 23 under $60K
Source: DFMS, Object code data level; BCG analysis
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Supporting analysis

Energy
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3 Energy

Current spend

Delaware spends $28M annually on Energy
Energy is third largest component of all
Operations and Maintenance expenditures…
($M)

…and Electricity accounts for
over 60% of this spend
($M)

200

30

158

28

17

64

20

100

45
7
10

28

2

21

2

<1

0

0

Operations Repair And Custodial/
and
Maint
Maintenance
Maintenance
Employees

Energy

Other

Energy

Electricity

Heat By Heat By Oil Water And All Other
Natural
Sewer
Gas

Source: 2006 DOE object code level expenditures; Delaware DOE 2005 Report of Educational Statistics; BCG analysis
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3 Energy
Findings

Key findings
Energy

A wide disparity exists among districts in total energy costs per square foot
• Highest-spending district is 98% higher than the lowest-spending district
Many districts do not completely implement best practices in demand management and
energy efficient investments that are in use by other districts, for example:
• Establish an energy policy with specific goals and objectives
• Conduct energy audits in all buildings to identify energy-inefficient units
• Make proactive minor investments that have rapid payback (eg, motion detectors,
modulating boiler controls)
• Understand the payback economics of larger investments (eg, energy efficient window
replacement) and make positive NPV investments whenever possible
Districts in general view their minor capital budget as inadequate for energy investments
Many districts are not comfortable dealing with an energy service company (ESCO) to
finance investments as they are unaware or skeptical of the ESCO’s abilities
While electricity is being purchased by most districts in a pooled partnership (negotiated
by the state), natural gas is still being purchased separately by each district
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Background
Energy
Energy costs are growing by ~10% per year…

…and local funds cover a larger portion each year

Total energy cost ($M)

(%)

30

100
CAGR: 10%
28

80

35

37

Local

65

63

State

2004

2005

20

60
28
23

25

40

10

72

20

0

0
2004

2005

2006

2003

Fiscal year

Fiscal year

On the margin, each energy dollar saved will go back to the
districts, which should provide them motivation to save
Source: 2006 DOE object code level expenditures; analysis of district energy expenditures; BCG analysis
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3 Energy

Current state

Energy costs per square foot vary widely among districts
Total annual energy costs1 per sq ft, by district ($/sq ft)
Energy cost ($/sq ft)
Total sq ft

$/sq ft

sq ft

2.5

4,000,000

2.0
3,000,000
1.5
2,000,000
1.0

2.10

1.98

1.86
1.56

1.56

1.54

1.47

1.46

1.37

1.36

1.35

1.32

1.32

1.31

1.29

1.28

1.20

0.5

1.15

1.06

0.0

1,000,000

Colonial

Caesar Rodney

Seaford

Cape Henlopen

Red Clay

Woodbridge

Brandywine

Delmar

Lake Forest

Indian River

Laurel

Christina

Sussex Votech

Milford

Capital

NCC Votech

Smyrna

Polytech

Appoquinimink

0

Bringing all districts’ costs down to the average of the
lowest three would result in $4.7M annual savings
1. Includes electricity, natural gas, and heating oil
Note: Costs may vary due to renovations, district office sizes, existence of air conditioning, and use of schools for other than educational purposes; square footage of some buildings estimated
Source: 2006 DOE object code level expenditures; Delaware DOE 2005 Report of Educational Statistics; DOE capital improvement documents; BCG analysis
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Seaford and Colonial have made improvements by
employing innovative demand management techniques

Zero-cost actions
Energy policy and monitoring
• Establish an energy policy with
specific goals and objectives
• Monitor each building’s energy
usage carefully using Energy
Star or other tracking methods
• Conduct energy audits in all
buildings to identify energyinefficient units
• Train staff to save energy
Equipment operations
• Maintain mechanical systems
• Better manage existing
equipment
• Tighten the building envelope

Small investments
Energy-conscious maintenance
• Conduct audit of all buildings
and repair any defects found
• Caulk and seal all cracks
• Apply weather-stripping to
doors and windows
Inexpensive capital purchases
• Re-lamp with high-efficiency
bulbs
• Add motion detectors for lights
• Utilize modulating boiler
controls

Larger capital investments
with payback
Mechanical systems
• Building envelope, windows,
and doors
• Insulation for roof, walls, tanks,
and pipes
• Boilers, chillers, hoods, and
pumps
Electrical systems
• HVAC control system
• Transformers
• Interior and exterior lighting
systems

Load management
• Aggregate energy load
• Peak shave energy load1

1. Applies for buildings with peak load electricity rates
Source: US DOE Planning Guide for Maintaining School Facilities; Seaford district website; conversations with Seaford facilities manager
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Example: Seaford has saved ~20% in annual energy costs
through demand management and targeted investments
Energy usage at two schools in Seaford school district (kBTU/sq ft)
Baseline
Current
118.2

Blades Elementary

-18%
97.1

124.8

Central Elementary

-17%
103.4

60

80

100

120

140

Energy usage (kBTU/sq ft)

Bringing all districts’ energy costs down by Central’s
energy reduction would result in $3.7M in savings
Note: Based on baseline EPA Energy Star ratings of 84 at Blades and 76 at Central and final ratings of 92 and 89, respectively; original baseline ratings of 59 and 51 would show more savings
Source: Conversations with Seaford facilities manager; Seaford Energy Star data; BCG analysis
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Example: many districts do not take into account peak load
demand when evaluating their energy costs

Having a high peak load
can have an effect on the
overall energy rate over a
long period of time

Note: Applies to buildings with peak load power agreements
Source: Seaford SD facilities manager
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Benchmarks suggest 10-15% energy savings possible
through performance contracting

Shoreline Public Schools’ (Washington state) $4M performance contract
expected to save district $300K in energy costs
Shoreline Public Schools has started a $4M project with Ameresco Inc. to handle all of the district’s energy
efficiency needs, including lighting upgrades, water conservation, trash management, evaporator fan controls,
vending misers, and boiler replacements
• Budget neutral project: energy savings will fund the project costs
• Project expected to save the district $300,000 annually in energy costs with additional benefit from over $400,000 in utility
incentives
• Shoreline Public Schools has approximately 10,000 students in 16 schools

Marion County (Florida) Public Schools expecting
10-15% electricity savings
Marion County Public Schools expecting 10% to 15%
savings of electricity through performance contracting
• Improvement in the learning environment through better
lighting and a more efficient HVAC system

Mapleton Public Schools (Colorado)
saving over 17% in utility costs
Mapleton Public Schools 15-year $4.7M performance
contract expects $141K annual savings in energy /
water (17% on a base of $841K) and another $37K
savings in maintenance
• First year savings exceeded projections by $80K

Source: http://www.ameresco.com/case.asp?ID=49; http://www.marion.k12.fl.us; US Department of Energy Report on Performance Contracting; Mapleton Public School website
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Pooling purchasing power in natural gas could save up to
$2M annually

Pooled purchasing of electricity
is already occurring in Delaware…

…and this could be extended to
natural gas purchasing as well

• Most districts are part of an aggregate
partnership under guidance of OMB1

• Right now, natural gas is being purchased
separately by each of the 19 districts

• Allows state to pool all electrical demand and
negotiate better energy rate as a result

• Deregulated natural gas market not yet as
mature as electricity market so state has not
yet reached agreement to form a similar
partnership

• A reverse auction was conducted to attract
competitive bids, and this resulted in an
estimated savings of $20M in electrical costs
over three years

Expect pooling natural gas to generate savings of 10-30%
of current $7M spend, or $1-2M per year
1. Some districts are required to purchase electricity from local municipalities
Note: Based on 2006 expenditures; savings will increase as natural gas prices increase
Source: Conversations with facilities managers and with expert at retail gas utility; discussion with experts at OMB; BCG analysis
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3 Energy

Opportunities

Opportunities and estimated annual impact
Efficiency opportunities

Impact

Implement best practices in demand management, such as those implemented
in Seaford and Colonial, through the following means:
• Formalize the sharing of best practices among districts to develop a statewide
standard of energy management, and require districts to adopt this standard
• Create a statewide role similar to the newly filled Building Support Systems
Engineer at OMB (or determine whether possible to share the resources in place
there) in order to:
– study energy usage across districts and maintain / update energy standards
– advise districts on energy demand management and other areas of energy
efficiency
– negotiate on behalf of the districts with an energy service company (ESCO) as
appropriate to provide funding to districts for necessary capital investments

$3-5M

Continue to explore the statewide pooled purchasing of natural gas in a similar
manner to that currently used for electricity

$1-2M

Total estimated reallocation opportunity

$4-7M
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Supporting analysis

Benefits
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4 Benefits

Current spend

Delaware spends ~$311M on education employee benefits
Majority of spending is tied to state employee plans; only ~$18M is for additional local benefits
Total benefits costs, including state-provided and additional local benefits
$M
350
311

118

State provided
Addl local

300

About 65% goes to fund the
pension plan and the
remainder covers current
retiree health care costs

250

107

200

150

100

45

13

50

11

11

7

0

Total Benefits

Health Insurance

Pensions

Social Security Workmen’s Comp

Medicare

Dental1

All other2

1. Local benefit (not required by state) 2. Includes life, disability, and unemployment insurance; prescription plans; and other unclassified costs
Source: 2006 DOE object level expenditure data; BCG analysis
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4 Benefits

Current state

How Benefits work today
The state of Delaware provides a certain level of benefits for all state employees,
including educators
State funding is given to districts for 100% of the “employer portion” of health care
benefits and a pro-rated (~70%) portion of the following rate-driven benefits, based on
salary costs:
• FICA
• Medicare
• Unemployment
• Pension
Districts must cover the remaining ~30% of the rate-driven benefits using local funds1
Just as they may pay a higher salary than required by the state, districts also have the
option to offer additional benefits...
• ...of which they must cover 100% of the cost

1. Certain federal and state funds, such as the Academic Excellence block grant, may also be used to cover this remaining 30%, though the majority is local funds
Source: Conversations with experts at DOE and OMB
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4 Benefits
Findings

Key findings
Benefits
Delaware spends about 40% of educators’ salaries on benefits, compared to the national
average of 31%
• This equates to an additional $66 million in annual expenditures
On top of the generous statewide package, many local school districts provide additional
benefits to attract employees
• Represents 2% of salaries on average, but varies widely across districts
State has contracted with vendors to offer additional benefits (eg, vision, dental) for
employees, with employees paying 100% of the cost
• Some districts provide additional benefits by paying the employee portion of the statenegotiated benefits
• Several districts use benefits consultants and report the ability to achieve better rates than
the state with the same or better coverage
Delaware’s defined benefit pension plan has ~$6B of assets to cover its ~$6B liabilities
(fully funded), but estimated retiree health care liabilities are ~$3B, with no corresponding
assets
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Delaware teacher salaries are above average compared to
other states…
Average teacher salary, by state
$
60,000

Delaware
Regional neighbors
Other states

US average = $47,602

40,000

0

Connecticut
California
New Jersey
Illinois
1
Rhode Island
2,3 New York
3
Massachusetts
Michigan
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Alaska
Maryland
Ohio
4 Oregon
Hawaii
Minnesota
3 Indiana
4,5 Georgia
Washington
3
Virginia
3
Vermont
Colorado
New Hampshire
North Carolina
Nevada
Wisconsin
3
Florida
South Carolina
3
Tennessee
Arkansas
Kentucky
Texas
Maine
Idaho
Wyoming
Nebraska
New Mexico
Kansas
Iowa
Arizona
Missouri
3
Louisiana
Montana
West Virginia
5 Mississippi
Alabama
4,5
Oklahoma
Utah
North Dakota
South Dakota

20,000

State
1. AFT estimate 2. Median 3. Includes extra-duty pay 4. Includes employer pick-up of employee pension contributions where applicable 5. includes fringe benefits such as health care, where
applicable
Source: American Federation of Teachers 2005 Survey and Analysis of Teacher Salary Trends; BCG analysis
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…and Delaware ranks sixth highest in the nation in benefits
as a percentage of salaries
Benefits paid to instructional employees as a percentage of salaries, by state

%

60
Delaware
Regional neighbors
Other states

50

40

30
US average = 31%

20

10

State
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4 Benefits

Current spend

Delaware’s spend on benefits is highest in the region
Delaware’s total compensation package
is very competitive regionally…

…and Delaware’s benefits as a portion of salary
are the highest of any of its neighbors

Average total teacher compensation1 ($)

Instructional benefits as percent of salaries (%)

80,000

40

60,000

30

40,000

75,659

20

74,083

70,421

40.0

70,253

34.3

33.6

58,491
20,000

10

0

0

New Jersey

Delaware Pennsylvania Maryland

Virginia2

Delaware

Maryland

32.2

New Jersey Pennsylvania

State

28.9

Virginia

State

Delaware’s average total compensation is more than 5%
higher than Pennsylvania, Maryland
1. Includes 2005 average salary plus 2005 benefits percentages 2. Includes extra-duty pay
Source: American Federation of Teachers 2005 Survey and Analysis of Teacher Salary Trends; US DOE Revenues and Expenditures for Public Elementary and Secondary School Districts,
2005; BCG analysis
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Average teacher salaries in PA counties that border DE are
somewhat higher than PA as a whole…
Maps of school districts in Chester and Delaware counties (gray boxes show comparison to PA average)

Oxford Area SD
-12%

Penn Delco SD
+4%
Unionville-Chadds Ford SD
+16%

Avon Grove SD
-8.6%

Chester Upland SD
+16%

Kennett Cons SD
+6.8%

Chichester SD
+2%
Garnet Valley SD
-5%

Source: Pennsylvania Department of Education Professional Personnel Averages and Rankings, 2004-2005; BCG analysis
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…but DE counties that border PA likewise pay above the
DE state average1
Map of select Delaware school districts (gray boxes show comparison to DE average)
Red Clay SD
+6%

Brandywine SD
+9%

Christina SD
+8%

Colonial SD
+1%

Appoquinimink SD
-8%

1. Does not include additional local benefits; adding the difference due to additional local benefits would make these districts even more competitive
Source: Delaware DOE 2005 Report of Educational Statistics; BCG analysis
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Compensation in neighboring counties in MD, NJ tends to
be somewhat lower than their respective state averages
Maps of counties in Maryland and New Jersey (gray boxes show comparison to MD / NJ averages)

Burlington County, NJ
-3%
Cecil County, MD
-12%

Gloucester, NJ
-14%

Maryland
Salem County, NJ
+4%

New Jersey

Note: Fiscal year 2005; New Jersey data includes vocational and special services districts
Source: Maryland State Department of Education; State of New Jersey Department of Education; BCG analysis
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Delaware salaries appear competitive with border counties
prior to consideration of higher benefit rate
New Castle
County,
Delaware

Gloucester
County, New
Jersey

Salem County,
New Jersey

Burlington
County, New
Jersey

6,038

6,231

6,231

6,231

County average compensation
spend per pupil ($)
Difference (%)

6,239
3.3

5,364
(13.9)

6,502
4.3

6,032
(3.2)

Compensation

Sussex
County,
Delaware

Cecil County,
Maryland

6,038

5,967

6,020
(0.3)

5,242
(12.2)

Compensation
State average compensation
spend per pupil ($)

State average compensation
spend per pupil ($)
County average compensation
spend per pupil ($)
Difference (%)

Note: Fiscal year 2005; New Jersey data includes vocational and special services districts
Source: Maryland State Department of Education; State of New Jersey Department of Education; BCG analysis
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Reducing Delaware’s benefits rate to that of its highestpaying regional neighbor (MD) would save $41M per year
DE compensation, divided into salaries, comparable benefits, and additional benefits
$M
41

1,000

245

994

953

800
708

600

400

200

0

DE base salaries

Benefits, if paid at MD
rate (34% of salaries)

Total compensation cost, DE benefits (40% of
Total DE compensation
if paid at MD rate
salaries) above MD rate
expense

Besides merely cutting benefits, other options
exist to reduce benefits costs as well
Source: Delaware DOE 2005 Report on Educational Statistics; US DOE Revenues and Expenditures for US Public Elementary and Secondary School Districts, 2005; BCG analysis
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Opportunity may exist to save money by shifting some
benefits money to salaries
$41M could be saved by reducing
benefits rate to that of Maryland…

…but there may be some challenges in
attempting to address this spend

$M
994

1,000

41

25
800

Excess vs. MD1

• Unlike other areas, changes have the
possibility of impacting student instruction
(through recruitment and retention)

220

Addl DE benefit rate

600

Addl MD benefit rate
US benefit rate
Salaries

400
708

• Educators share benefits system with all
other state employees – difficult to make
“education-specific” changes

200

0

Total compensation expenditures

Could explore shifting some benefits expenditures to
salary or other compensation at a lower total cost
1. Maryland pays the highest benefit rate (other than Delaware) of Delaware’s regional neighbors
Source: 2005 NCES report; BCG analysis
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Several scenarios show where the state could likely save
money by giving employees a choice in comp package
Scenario

Potential solution

1

A retiree from a corporate job with a good
benefits package takes a job in education
and signs up for a benefits package even
though it is of little use to him

Offer the employee additional salary in place
of the unneeded benefits at a cost that is
some fraction of what the benefits cost
would be

2

A teacher whose wife is employed
elsewhere and has good health benefits
wishes that the state could offer him
additional benefits such as dental or vision
in place of health benefits

Offer a benefits package that lets the teacher
get the benefits that he needs and costs the
state less than what the traditional health
plan would cost

3

A young teacher views the current defined
benefit pension plan as money that she will
never see because she does not plan to
spend a career in teaching

Create an optional defined contribution plan
for employees, which could be funded at a
lower cost than an unwanted pension plan

Options would create a “win-win” situation: more choice
for employees, potential savings for the state
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Illustrative

More flexible pay packages and choices for educators
could result in savings to the state
Percent of employees accepting
additional salaries / other compensation
in exchange for a reduction in health
insurance and / or pension benefits1

75%

Percentage cost of a
flexible comp package
relative to standard
comp package2

10%

20%

30%

$4.6M

$9.2M

$13.8M

66%

$6.2M

$12.5M

$18.7M

50%

$9.2M

$18.3M

$27.5M

Example: If 10% of employees
were to choose a flexible package
whose additional costs above the
employee’s base salary were 50%
of the cost of the foregone
benefits, the state would save
$9.2M annually

1. Other compensation may include, for example, a state contribution to a defined contribution retirement plan; numbers based on 2006 spend on benefits; includes state-funded health benefits
as well as those pension benefits (about 61%) that do not cover current retiree health care costs; excludes local benefits and legally required benefits (eg, Social Security) 2. Assumes
percentage listed is the complete cost of new comp package (above base salary), including any additional mandatory OEC’s (eg, Medicare, FICA) paid due to an increase in salary relative to
cost of foregone health / pension benefits
Note: Assumes no additional cost to operate benefits plans if these choices were offered
Source: 2006 DOE object code level expenditures; interviews with expert at OMB; BCG analysis
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Delaware state pension is fully funded with surplus of $98M

Assets, liabilities, and net assets in Delaware’s defined benefit pension plan
$M
10,000

5,000
5,999
98
0
-5,901
-5,000

-10,000

Total assets

Total liabilities

Net assets

Retiree health care liabilities, on the other hand, are
estimated at $3.1B with very limited corresponding assets
Note: Actuarial value as of 6/30/2006; includes pension fund only, not retiree health benefits
Source: Public Fund Survey Summary of Findings for FY 2006, National Association of State Retirement Administrators, October 2007; Report to the Governor, Members of the General
Assembly, and Members of the Delaware Economic and Financial Advisory Council from the Retirement Benefit Study Committee pursuant to Executive Order No. 67, October 2005
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DE health plan pays less for spouses eligible for coverage
But it does not appear that this is a common practice of other employers in the state
The State health care plan will pay reduced health benefits for an employee’s spouse if
the spouse is eligible to be covered under another health plan
• If employee’s spouse is eligible for and not enrolled1 in the health care plan offered by his
or her own employer, the State will pay 20% of allowable charges for services covered
under the State’s health care plan
• If employee’s spouse is eligible for and enrolled in the health care plan offered by his or her
own employer, the State will pay for benefits provided by the State’s health care plan after
the spouse’s health care plan pays
• If employee’s spouse is not eligible for health care benefits under any other plan, the State
will pay for benefits as provided under the employee’s selected State health care plan
Limited initial research has not uncovered an example of a private employer in Delaware
with a similar policy; this would in theory allow the State to offer some type of flexible
compensation package
• Based on conversations with OMB and other insurance experts, it seems unlikely that most
other employers in Delaware have a similar policy
Recommend more focused research into practices of
Delaware employers to determine feasibility
1. If spouse does not meet underwriting requirements or is required to pay more than 50% of the premium for the lowest level of benefits, this restriction does not apply
Source: Delaware OMB Spousal Coordination Policy; interviews with experts at OMB and BCG, and a health plan administrator
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Comparison of Delaware’s pension plan to neighboring states

State

Monthly service pension
benefit for retired teachers

Eligibility

Same as
other state
employees?

Delaware

1.85% * average monthly
compensation during highest 36
month period * years of service1

• 62 yrs of age with at least 5 yrs of service
• 60 yrs of age with at least 15 yrs of service
• 30 years of service

Yes

New Jersey

1.81% * average monthly
compensation during highest 36
month period * years of service

• 60 yrs of age (no minimum service)
• 25 yrs of service2

No

Maryland

1.81% * average monthly
compensation during highest 36
month period * years of service

• 60 yrs of age (no minimum service)
• 30 yrs of service3

Yes

Pennsylvania

2.50% * average monthly
compensation during highest 36
month period * years of service

• 62 years of age (no minimum service)
• 60 yrs of age with 30 yrs of service
• 35 yrs of service

No

Virginia

1.70% * average monthly
compensation during highest 36
month period * years of service

• 65 yrs of age with 5 yrs of service
• 50 yrs of age with 30 yrs of service

No

1. 2.00% is used for years of service prior to 1997 2. 3% penalty for year of age less than 55 3. Early retirement with 25+ years of service with 6% penalty for every year of service less than
30 or year of age less than 60 4. Early retirement with 25+ years of service with 3% penalty for every year of service less than 30 or year of age less than 60
Note: Many other factors (eg, COLA adjustments, employee contributions) affect the cost and value of these pension plans
Source: Delaware state employees pension plan booklet; New Jersey Division of Pension and Benefits; State Retirement and Pension System of Maryland; Pennsylvania Public School
Employees' Retirement System; Virginia Retirement System
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Some state governments have begun offering employees the
choice of a defined contribution plan…
Type of primary pension plans offered by states

Traditional defined benefit
Cash balance defined benefit
Combined1
Defined contribution

1. Includes both defined benefit and defined contribution components
Note: District of Columbia has a defined contribution plan
Source: GAO Report to the Committee on Finance, US Senate on State and Local Government Retiree Benefits; analysis of data from various national organizations and individual states’
reports and publications
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…and nationwide, growth of defined contribution plans is
far surpassing that of defined benefit plans
Total number of defined contribution (DC) and defined benefit (DB) plans in the US, by year
Number of plans (K)
800

DC plans
600

400

200

DB plans
0
1975

1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

Year

Companies see that DC plans provide more cost
predictability, as well as better competitiveness
Source: US Department of Labor Employee Benefits Security Administration, US Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (2006); BCG analysis
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Bulk of additional local benefits spending is concentrated
in larger New Castle County districts
Total additional local benefits costs, and benefits as percent of total district salaries, by district
$M

All other

%

4

Prescription plan

5

Life Insurance
Disability insurance

4

Dental

3

Local benefits/district salaries (%)
3
2
2
1
1

Milford

Woodbridge

Sussex Tech

Smyrna

Seaford

Lake Forest

Laurel

Delmar

Polytech

Indian River

Cape Henlopen

Capital

NCC Votech

Caesar Rodney

Colonial

Appoquinimink

Brandywine

Red Clay

0

Christina

0

Although some pooling already occurring,
occurs, a savings
a savings
of up
of up
to
11
to$1M
$1M
may
may
bebe
possible
possible
if if
allall
districts
districts
used
used
same
statesystem
system
1. Based on a 3-5% improvement in procurement cost due to increased pooling
Source: 2006 DOE object code level expenditures; BCG analysis
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Charters offer few, if any, local benefits
Total additional local benefits costs and benefits types, by charter
($)
All other

50,000

Prescription plan
Life Insurance
Disability insurance

40,000

Dental
30,000

20,000

10,000

Family Foundation

Moyer Academy

Newark Charter

MOT

Marion T Academy

Positive Outcomes

Providence Creek

Kuumba

Chrtr Sch Wilm

Academy of Dover

Sussex Academy

Pencader

Thomas Edison

DE Military Academy

East Side

Campus Comm

0

Note: Benefits offered on top of the state benefits package
Source: 2006 DOE object code level expenditures; BCG analysis
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4 Benefits

Opportunities

Opportunities and estimated annual impact
Efficiency opportunities

Impact

Given that Delaware’s educator salaries must be competitive regionally
and with other professions, the Public Education Compensation
Committee should incorporate into their work a full study of compensation
options to both enhance educator recruitment and retention and help to
secure the long-term viability of the educator compensation system
Topics addressed should include, but not be limited to:
1. Exploring more flexible compensation options that will allow
employees, for example, to accept a higher salary for a reduction in
benefits that offsets the expense1,2
2. Exploring offering a defined contribution plan as an option to the
current defined benefit plan
3. Conducting an in-depth analysis of local benefits with the potential
of pooling the demand to negotiate better rates

$0-29M3,4,5

The committee should request an extension of their current timeline in
order to complete this work, but should complete a preliminary report by
no later than May 1, 2008
1. With the caveat that employees will be required to have some form of health insurance (either through the State or someone else) 2. Could be some negative second order effects,
including: increased insurance costs per plan participant due to lower number of participants, increased administrative costs to manage a flexible plan, and the possibility that a higher
proportion of younger workers may accept a reduction in benefits, causing an increase in costs for the remaining population 3. Assumes that Delaware is able to overcome up to 68% of the
difference between its benefits costs and Maryland’s (the next highest paying regional competitor) through savings in health care and pension benefits; $6M savings (or 15% of the DelawareMaryland gap) is equivalent to 10% of employees accepting additional compensation whose total costs are equal to 66% of their foregone benefits cost; $28M savings (68% of the DelawareMaryland gap) is equivalent to 30% of employees accepting additional compensation whose total costs are equal to 50% of their foregone benefits cost 4. Pooling of local benefits represents
up to a $1M opportunity 5. Dollar impact does not include potential positive impact on future solvency of retiree health care system
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Construction
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5 Construction
Current spend

DE had nearly $200M of capital outlay for education in 2006
Represented ~50% increase over 2005, largely due to building alterations
Total capital outlay for new buildings, building alterations, and building/grounds repair
$M
195

200

150

14

Building/grounds repair

144

Building alterations1

37

New buildings

138
120

15

19
100
71
49
50
52

52

0

2004

2005

2006

Fiscal year

1. Includes renovations and additions
Source: Delaware DOE object code data, 2004, 2005, and 2006
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Funds for capital projects consistently near $200M mark
State portion over $100M and growing
Total General Assembly bond authorization for DOE capital projects
$M
250

224
205
200

192
162

72

166

107

59

Maximum local funds

133

State funds

150
65

58
100
133
50

104

101

118

0

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Fiscal year

Source: Final Bond and Capital Improvements Budget Acts 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, and 2008
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Construction spending on schools in the US is growing
steadily, so savings opportunity could be even larger
Total school construction completed in the US
$B
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29
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16
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14
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9
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6

6
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8
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11

12
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13

12
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6

0
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Year

From 2007 to 2009, an estimated $51B of construction
projects will be completed
Source: American School and University 33rd Annual Official Education Construction Report
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5 Construction
Current state

How Construction works today
For a major construction project, district develops a concept (eg, new building,
renovation) and approaches DOE for approval
• If DOE approves, state gives district a certificate of necessity (CN) authorizing the project
and committing to pay for 60-80%1 of the state-approved costs
District then holds a referendum asking voters to fund remaining 20-40% of the DOEapproved cost of the project and 100% of any cost above this
• If voters approve the measure, DOE works with OMB to get money in the budget and then
gives it to the district staged over a period of several years
District then bids out the project to a contractor, who is required to pay state-mandated
“prevailing wage rates” to workers for any construction project greater than $100,0002

1. Amount varies based on district wealth 2. Prevailing wage rates also required for maintenance or renovation projects greater than $15,000
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5 Construction
Findings

Key findings
Construction

There is little standardization at the state level for major capital projects, in either school
building planning / design or equipment / component specification
• As a result, projects likely incur additional unnecessary design and purchasing costs
• One district completed a six-year capital project at ~37% below budgeted costs by adopting
some standardization and leveraging the district’s buying power for equipment purchases
for multiple school buildings at the same time
Requiring state-mandated prevailing wage rates results in districts paying 20-40% more1
for certain projects
• Ohio saved an average of ~11% on total school capital projects by exempting schools from
the state prevailing wage rate requirement (represented almost $500M over 5 years)

1. District facilities managers’ estimates, depends on type of project
Source: Interviews; BCG analysis
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Standardization and large scale purchasing of equipment
likely to save $10-14M per year
General approach
1

2

3

Require some degree of standardization in
construction and renovation projects in order that
similar equipment can be purchased for multiple
districts
Leverage the state’s purchasing power to purchase
major equipment (eg, chillers or boilers) in large
quantities from a single manufacturer for multiple
district projects, in order to obtain savings
Use state expertise to write contracts that minimize
district and vendor risks from large scale
purchasing, such as long term materials price
increases and project delays

Expected savings breakdown
Annual building construction and
renovation
Materials and equipment percent of
total costs

$193M

35%

% of savings attainable through
standardization and pooling

12-15%

Estimated materials savings

$8-10M

Design, contingency, and profit as
percent of total costs

19%

% of savings attainable through scale
purchasing

5-10%

Estimated other savings

$2-4M

Total estimated savings

$10-14M

Additional benefits include similarity of
maintenance, spare parts, and operation
Source: BCG benchmarks and analysis; estimates from DE architectural firm; BCG analysis
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Description of Delaware’s prevailing wage law
Wages set by the Delaware Department of Labor based on what is determined to be
prevailing in the county in which the work is performed
• Rate is determined by surveys of different maintenance workers over the prior year
Applies to both new construction projects as well as alteration, repair, renovation,
rehabilitation, demolition, and reconstruction projects
• New construction projects in excess of $100,000 are covered
• Other projects in excess of $15,000 are covered
Charter schools currently are not required to pay prevailing wage rates
Similar laws exist in 32 other states and the District of Columbia
• Some states have repealed this legislation since it was enacted
• Other states have specifically passed measures exempting or favoring public schools
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Survey among different interested parties is the base for
the calculation of prevailing wages in Delaware

How information is gathered
Department of Labor responsible for setting
and publishing prevailing wage rates
• The Secretary of Labor has delegated this
to the Administrator of the Office of Labor
Law Enforcement of the Division of
Industrial Affairs
Annual survey for obtaining and compiling
wage rate information is conducted
• Voluntary submission of wage data by
contractors, contractors‘ associations, labor
organizations, public officials and other
interested parties
• Data should reflect wage rates paid to
laborers and mechanics on various types of
construction in the area

How wage rates are calculated
Wage rates are calculated as:
• Wages paid to a majority of employees
performing similar work, OR
• In the absence of a majority, the average
wages paid to all employees
• If not enough data available, wage rates
from the previous year apply
Prevailing wage rates information available
online for different worker groups by county
• Building Construction
• Heavy Construction
• Highway Construction

Source: Delaware Prevailing Wage Regulations; BCG analysis
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Prevailing wage rates are then set for different
classifications of workers

Some wages have
clear deviations from a
pattern

Some wages have no
variance across
counties while others
have great variance

Source: Delaware Department of Labor
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Summary of prevailing wage laws in US
States with prevailing
wage laws
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alaska
Arkansas
California
Connecticut
Delaware
Hawaii
Illinois
Indiana
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Montana

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nebraska
Nevada
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Tennessee
Texas
Vermont
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

States that have never
instituted prevailing wage laws
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Georgia
Iowa
Mississippi
North Carolina
North Dakota
South Carolina
South Dakota
Virginia

States that have repealed
prevailing wage laws11
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alabama (1980)
Arizona (1984)
Colorado (1985)
Florida (1979)
Idaho (1985)
Kansas (1987)
Louisiana (1988)
New Hampshire (1985)
Oklahoma (1995)
Utah (1981)

1. Date in parentheses indicates year of repeal
Source: US Department of Labor (see http://www.dol.gov/esa/programs/whd/state/dollar.htm)
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Some states have considered schools differently in
prevailing wage legislation

State

Description

Ohio

• Exempted schools in 1997, estimated savings of 11% on construction costs

Florida

• Exempted schools in 1974 and found that school construction costs decreased
by 15%, therefore repealed in entirety in 1979

Kentucky

• Institutions of learning (including schools) exempted from prevailing wages in
1982, but this exemption was removed in 1996

Oregon

• School district contracts with community foundations or nonprofit corporations
exempt from prevailing wage law requirements under certain and specific
conditions (this exemption sunset on January 1, 2006 and was not renewed)

Nebraska

• Higher threshold required for schools to be required to pay prevailing wage
rates

Several other states, including Delaware, have introduced
bills in recent years attempting to exempt schools
Source: Allegheny Institute for Public Policy, Ohio Legislative Service Commission Staff
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Prevailing wage rates in the US (I)
Selected information about state prevailing wage laws
State

Year adopted

Definition of
'prevailing wage'

Threshold

Alabama

1969; repealed 1980

•

NA

NA

Alaska
(Alaska Stat §§ 36.05.010 to
36.05.110 (Michie 2004))

1931

•

$2,000 (Id § 36.05.070)

Wage paid for work of similar nature in region where public work to be
done (Id § 36.05.010)

Arizona

1912; repealed 1984

•

NA

NA

Arkansas
(Ark Code Ann §§ 22-9-301 to
22-9-315 (Michie 2004))

1955

•

$75,000 (Id § 22-9-302)

Minimum wage rate prevailing in county or locality where work is to be
performed, for workers in work of a similar character (Id § 22-9-301)

California
(Cal Lab Code §§ 1771 to 1781
(West 2004))

1931

•

$1,000 (Id § 1771)

Not less than prevailing per diem wages for work of similar character in
same locality (Id)

Colorado

1933; repealed 1985

•

NA

NA

Connecticut
(Conn Gen Stat §§ 31-53
to 31-55a (2003))

1933

•
•

$400,000 new
$100,000 remodeling
(Id § 31-53)

Customary or prevailing wage for same work in same trade or
occupation in town where project is being constructed (Id)

Delaware
(Del Code Ann tit 29,
§ 6960 (2004))

1962

•
•

$100,000 new
$15,000 remodeling (Id)

Wages paid to a majority of employees performing similar work, or in
the absence of a majority, the average wages paid to all employees (Id)

District of Columbia
(Davis-Bacon Act
§§ 276a to 276a-7,
40 USC §§ 3141-3148)

1931

•

$2,000 (Id § 3142)

Prevailing wage for corresponding classes of workers (50% rule)
employed on projects similar to the work in the area where it is to be
performed (29 CFR § 1.2 (a) (1).)

Florida

1933; repealed 1979

•

NA

NA

Georgia

NA

•

NA

NA

Hawaii
(Haw Rev Stat §§ 104-1 to 10434 (2003))

1955

•

$2,000 (Id § 104-2)

Not less than the wages for corresponding classes of laborers and
mechanics on projects of similar character in the state and not less than
the rate paid under the Davis-Bacon Act (Id)

Source: Information brief prepared for members of the Ohio General Assembly by the Legislative Service Commission Staff, February 2005
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Prevailing wage rates in the US (II)
Selected information about state prevailing wage laws
State

Year adopted

Definition of
'prevailing wage'

Threshold

Idaho

1911; repealed 1985

•

NA

NA

Illinois
(820 Ill Comp Stat 130/1 to
130/12 (West 2004))

1931

•

None

Prevailing hourly rate including fringe benefits for work of similar
character in same locality (Id 130/2)

Indiana
(Ind Code §§ 5-16-7-1 to
5-16-7-5 (2004))

1935

•

$150,000 (Id § 5-16-7-1)

Not less than the common construction wage for each class of workers
in the county (Id)

Iowa

NA

•

NA

NA

Kansas
(Kan Stat Ann §§ 19-1417,
68-110, 68-2317,
17-4748 (2004))

1891; repealed 1987

•

NA

The Kansas wage-hour law makes no reference to prevailing wages,
but the concept of a prevailing wage does appear in several instances
under the law that concerns public contracts (Kansas Construction
Law 17.28 (1998))

Kentucky
(Ky Rev Stat Ann §§ 337.010,
337.505 to 337.550, 337.990
(Michie 2004))

1982

•

$250,000 (Id § 337.010)

Basic hourly rate paid majority of workers employed in each class in
locality where work is to be performed; if no majority rate, then the
average rate (Id § 337.505)

Louisiana

1968; repealed 1988

•

NA

NA

Maine
(Me Rev Stat Ann tit 26, §§ 1303
to 1315 (West 2003))

1933

•

$10,000 (Id § 1304)

Hourly wage paid to median number of workers employed in same
trade or occupation in the second / third week of September (Id)

Maryland
(Md Code Ann State Fin & Proc
§§ 17-201 to 17-226 (2004))

1945

•

$500,000 (Id § 17-202)

Hourly rate, including fringe benefits, paid to 50% or more workers in
same class for projects similar to proposed public work in the locality
where work is to be performed (Id § 17-208)

Massachusetts
(Mass Gen Laws ch 149, §§ 26
to 27H (2004))

1914

•

None

For laborers, at least the wages paid to laborers employed by town (or
highest of the towns, if applicable) where construction taking place,
unless a collective bargaining agreement specifies otherwise. For
craftsmen, at least rate under collective bargaining agreement, if any;
otherwise wages paid to unspecified plurality or majority by private
employers (Id § 26)

Source: Information brief prepared for members of the Ohio General Assembly by the Legislative Service Commission Staff, February 2005
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Prevailing wage rates in the US (III)
Selected information about state prevailing wage laws
State

Year adopted

Definition of
'prevailing wage'

Threshold

Michigan
(Mich Comp Laws §§ 408.551 to
408.558 (2004))

1965

•

None

Wages and fringe benefits prevailing in locality where work is to be
performed (Id § 408.552)

Minnesota
(Minn Stat §§ 177.42 to 177.44
(Supp 2003))

1973

•

$2,500 if one trade
$25,000 if more than one
trade (Id § 177.43)

Prevailing hourly rates including fringe benefits paid to largest number
of workers in the same class of labor in the area (Id § 177.42)

Mississippi

NA

•

NA

NA

Missouri
(Mo Rev Stat §§ 290.210 to
290.340 (2003))

1957

•

None

Hourly wages plus fringe benefits prevailing for workers engaged in
work of a similar character in the locality where work is to be performed
(Id § 290.210)

Montana
(Mont Code Ann
§§ 18-2-401 to
18-2-432 (2004))

1931

•

$25,000 (Id § 18-2-401)

Prevailing wages including fringe benefits for similar work in district
where work is to be performed (Id)

Nebraska
(Neb Rev Stat §§ 73-101 to 73106 (2004))

1923

•

None (except for school
districts, $40,000)
(Id § 73-106)

Wages paid by at least 50% of contractors in same business or field of
endeavor (Id § 73-104)

Nevada
(Nev Rev Stat §§ 338.010 to
338.645 (2004))

1937

•

$100,000 (Id § 338.080)

Hourly or daily rate prevailing in county where work is to be performed
(Id § 338.020)

New Hampshire

1941; repealed 1985

•

NA

NA

New Jersey
(NJ Stat Ann §§ 34:11-56.25 to
34:11-56.47
(West 2004))

1913

•
•

$2,000
$9,850 for cities (adjusted
every five years) (Id §
34:11-56.26)

Wage rate determined by collective bargaining agreements paid by
employers employing a majority of workers subject to the collective
bargaining agreement in the locality where work is to be performed (Id)

New Mexico
(NM Stat Ann §§ 13-4-11 to 13-417 (Michie 2004))

1937

•

$20,000 (Id § 13-4-11)

Prevailing wages of those employed on similar projects in state or
locality (Id)

Source: Information brief prepared for members of the Ohio General Assembly by the Legislative Service Commission Staff, February 2005
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Prevailing wage rates in the US (IV)
Selected information about state prevailing wage laws
State

Year adopted

Definition of
'prevailing wage'

Threshold

New York
(NY Lab §§ 220 to 220-g
(McKinney 2004))

1897

•

None

Rates prescribed under collective bargaining agreements if those rates
apply to 30% or more of workers in same trade in locality; if less than
30%, average wages paid to trade in locality in last 12 months (Id §
330)

North Carolina

NA

•

NA

NA

North Dakota

NA

•

NA

NA

Ohio
(Ohio Rev Code Ann §§ 4115.03
to 4115.16; 4115.99)

1931

•

$65,843 for new
construction
$19,752 for renovations
(adjusted biennially)
School districts are
exempt (Id § 4115.03)

Basic hourly wage, including fringe benefits, paid in same trade in same
county under collective bargaining agreements; if there is no collective
bargaining agreement in the county, the wage described above for the
nearest county with a collective bargaining agreement (Id § 4115.05)

•
•

Oklahoma

1965; invalidated by
court in 1995

•

NA

NA

Oregon
(Or Rev Stat §§ 279.348 to
279.380 (2003))

1959; updated in
2005

•

$50,000 (Id § 279.357)

Hourly wage and fringe benefits paid a majority of workers employed in
same trade on similar projects in locality where work is to be performed
(Id § 279.348)

Pennsylvania
(43 Pa Cons Stat §§ 165-1 to
165-17 (2004))

1961

•

$25,000 (Id § 165-2)

Prevailing minimum rate in locality where public work performed for
workers in the same class during the term the work is performed, as
determined by state labor secretary (Id § 165-7)

Rhode Island
(R I Gen Laws §§ 37-13-1 to 3713-17 (2004))

1935

•

$1,000 (Id § 37-13-3)

Hourly rate and fringe benefits paid in appropriate political subdivision
to corresponding types of employees on similar projects (Id § 37-13-6)

South Carolina

NA

•

NA

NA

South Dakota

NA

•

NA

NA

Tennessee
(Tenn Code Ann §§ 12-4-401 to
12-4-415 (2004))

1975

•

$50,000 (Id § 12-4-402)

Prevailing wage for same work in same district
(Id § 12-4-405)

Source: Information brief prepared for members of the Ohio General Assembly by the Legislative Service Commission Staff, February 2005
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Prevailing wage rates in the US (V)
Selected information about state prevailing wage laws
State

Year adopted

Definition of
'prevailing wage'

Threshold

Texas
(Tex Gov't Code §§ 2258.001 to
2258.058 (West 2003))

1933

•

None

Daily rates for similar work in same locality (Id §2258.021)

Utah

1933; repealed 1981

•

NA

NA

Vermont
(Vt Stat Ann tit 29,
§ 161 (2004))

1973

•

$100,000

Mean prevailing wage published periodically by the department of
employment and training (Id)

Virginia

NA

•

NA

NA

Washington
(Wash Rev Code
§§ 39.12.010 to
39.12.900 (2004))

1945

•

None

Hourly rate, benefits, and overtime paid majority of workers in same
trade in same locality; if no majority, then the average hourly rate (Id §
39.12.010)

West Virginia
(W Va Code §§ 21-5A-1 to 215A-11 (2004))

1935

•

None

Prevailing hourly rate for work of similar character in the locality where
work is to be performed (Id § 21-5A-2)

Wisconsin
(Wis Stat § 103.49 (2004))

1931

•
•

$30,000 if one trade
$150,000 if more than one
trade
None for state highway
projects

Hourly wage and fringe benefits paid majority of workers employed in
same trade in same area where work is to be performed

$25,000 (Id § 27-4-402)

Wages and benefits of workers engaged in work of a similar character
(Id § 27-4-402)

•
Wyoming
(Wyo Stat Ann §§ 27-4-401 to
27-4-413 (2004))

1967

•

Source: Information brief prepared for members of the Ohio General Assembly by the Legislative Service Commission Staff, February 2005
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Exempting schools from prevailing wage rates generated
almost $500M savings in Ohio over five years
Scenario
• In 1997, Ohio passed a law exempting
public schools from the state’s prevailing
wage rate
• The law required that the Legislative
Budget Office study the effects of the
following after a five year period:
– the amount of money saved by school
districts due to the exemption
– the impact on quality of school building
construction
– the impact on the wages of construction
employees
• At the end of this period, the legislature
planned to revisit the idea and determine
whether to reinstate the prevailing wage
rates for schools

Results
• Total saving on school capital projects
estimated at $487 million over the period,
representing 11% of total costs
– $25 million (1.2%) in aggregate new
school construction savings
– $408 million (19.9%) in savings on school
building additions
– $55 million (10.7%) in savings on school
building alterations
• No noticeable effect seen on quality of
schools or perception by stakeholders
• No significant impact on statewide
construction wages
• Schools remain exempt from the prevailing
wage rates

Source: SB 102 Report: The Effects of the Exemption of School Construction Projects from Ohio’s Prevailing Wage Law
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5 Construction
Findings

Estimated capital savings of $21-34M annually if
schools exempted from prevailing wage rate requirement
Expected savings
Total annual
expenditures33
($M)

DE facility mgr
estimates44 ($M)

If same savings
% as Ohio55 ($M)

New school
construction

37

2

1

School building
addition1

48

10

9

School renovation

96

19

10

Building/grounds
repair2

14

3

1

TOTAL

195

34

21

1. Assumes school additions are 33% of school renovation expenditure 2. Assumes 50% of minor cap budget used for projects greater than $15,000; Ohio number conservatively assumes
same rate as for school renovation 3. From 2006 4. Estimates of savings in new construction, addition, renovation, and repair were 5%, 20%, 20% and 40%, respectively 5. Savings seen in
new construction, addition, and renovation were 1.2%, 19.9%, and 10.7%, respectively; repair is conservatively assumed to be the same as renovation (11%)
Source: SB 102 Report: The Effects of the Exemption of School Construction Projects from Ohio’s Prevailing Wage Law; Discussions with DE facilities managers; BCG analysis
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5 Construction
Opportunities

Opportunities and estimated annual impact
Efficiency opportunities

Impact

Leverage purchasing power of the state to reduce both design and materials
costs of major construction and renovation projects by creating a state level
construction board with the ability to:
• Work with districts to determine major construction and renovation needs over
a period of about 5 years
• Negotiate with contractors / architects for long-term statewide projects
• Work with districts to set statewide standards on design and construction
materials and components
• Create and maintain detailed modular design specifications (a “kit of parts”)
that can be used by each district in constructing unique schools but with some
standardization at the modular level in both design and materials
• Contract to conduct large scale purchasing of commodities (eg, steel) and
other materials (eg, boilers) for delivery when needed to the appropriate district

$10-14M

Evaluate an exemption of public schools from prevailing wage rate
requirements for construction, renovation, and maintenance
• Conduct a trial of the exemption
• After the trial has concluded, study and adjust the program based on realized
impact, including cost savings, building quality, and overall impact on
construction wage rates in Delaware

$21-34M

Total estimated reallocation opportunity

$31-48M
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5 Construction
Opportunities

There are additional sources of value to consider
Evaluate the number of approvals and inspections required for school building construction by
multiple state and local agencies and eliminate any that are unnecessary or redundant
Evaluate the method by which capital projects are or should be funded for districts and charter
schools, including the timing of cash flows, assumed interest rates, financing, and whether certain
expenditures are more appropriately handled in the operating budget
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Supporting analysis

Administration and central support / overall system
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6 Admin/system
Current spend

Admin and Central Support ~$86M in addressable spend
Focused on areas that might benefit from shared services and/or district consolidation

1,106

Annual
spend
on salaries
and benefits
in $M

26

DOE

117

District offices

117
7
17

Instruction

7

Student support

Have little scale
potential and/or
addressed in
another area

Instructional support

Schools

Focus of the
Admin & Central
Support analysis
65

Location

Bus drivers, cafeteria
workers, custodians

7

14

964

Operations and
maintenance workers

$86M

Administration

District
offices

Administration and oversight functions present an
opportunity for savings through economies of scale
Note: District admin spend also includes 4 supervisor positions employed at the school level. Benefits for each employee are calculated using the average benefit/salary ratio for a given district;
totals may not add due to rounding
Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); BCG analysis
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Admin and Central Support ~$86M in addressable spend
Focus areas oversee operations and support student instruction and development

1,106

Annual
spend
on salaries
and benefits
in $M

26

DOE

117

District offices

117
7

Operations and
maintenance workers

17

Bus drivers, cafeteria
workers, custodians

7

Instruction

7

Student support

14

964

Curriculum
Curriculum specialists
specialists
Curriculum
Curriculum supervisors
supervisors
Nurses
Nurses
Program
Program coordinators
coordinators
Psychologists
Psychologists
Psychometrists
Psychometrists
Social
Social workers
workers
Therapists
Therapists

Schools

65

Location

Instructional support

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

District
offices

Administration

•• Data
Data // technology
technology
•• Facilities,
Facilities, operations,
operations, &&
maintenance
maintenance
•• Finance
Finance // business
business
•• Food
Food service
service // child
child nutrition
nutrition
•• General
General administration
administration
•• Instructional
Instructional administration
administration
•• Personnel
Personnel // HR
HR
•• Student
Student support
support
administration
administration
•• Superintendent
Superintendent && Assistant
Assistant
Superintendent
Superintendent
•• Transportation
Transportation

Note: District admin spend also includes 4 supervisor positions employed at the school level. Benefits for each employee are calculated using the average benefit/salary ratio for a given district
Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); BCG analysis
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Total spend on district office personnel per student
Arranged by increasing district size

Enrollment

$/Student
2,000

Food service
Instruction

Enrollment
20,000

Student support
Operations and maintenance
Instructional support
Other support

1,500

15,000

Administration

10,000

1,000

5,000

500

0

0
Delmar Polytech Sussex Wood Laurel Seaford NCC
Lake Milford Smyrna Cape Capital Caesar Appoqui Indian Brandy Colonial Red Christina
Tech bridge
Votech Forest
Henlopen
Rodney nimink River
wine
Clay
Votech

School District
Note: Data excludes transportation spend; based on students in the unit count; does not adjust for adult students of technical schools
Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); 2006 Unit count; BCG analysis
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How things work today
One example of the personnel located at the school, district, and DOE levels
Delaware Department of Education
263 employees

Offices of the Secretary of Education, Deputy
Secretary of Education, and State Board of
Education (15)
Finance & Administrative Services Branch (35)
• Associate Secretary Office (4)
• Financial Management (16)
• School Support Services (15)

Appoquinimink School District Office
78 employees

Middletown High School
187 employees

Curriculum & Instructional Improvement (75)
• Associate Secretary Office (3)
• Curriculum Development (24)
• Exceptional Children & Early Childhood
Education (31)
• School Improvement (17)
Higher Education Commission (5)

Assessment & Accountability Branch (57)
• Associate Secretary Office (3)
• Assessment & Analysis (17)
• Professional Accountability (16)
• Technology Management & Design (21)

Adult Education & Workforce Development (40)

Administration (44)
• Business Office (8)
• Technology office (7)
• Nutrition Services Office (6)
• Human Resources Office (5)
• Superintendent & Assistant Superintendent
Offices (4)
• Facilities Management Office (4)
• Transportation Office (2)
• Communications Office (2)
• Unclassified general administration (6)

Instruction (19)
• Curriculum Office (15)
• Special Education Office (4)

Administration (12)
• Principal (1)
• Assistant Principals (6)
• Secretaries and clerks (5)

Instructional Support (20)

Professional Standards Board (2)
Teachers (34)

Instructional Support & Student Support (11)
• Student Services Office (11)
Other (4)
• Custodial workers (3)
• Food service workers (1)

Student Support (10)
Custodial & Maintenance (15)

Instruction (117)
• Regular education (100)
• Special education (17)

Food Service (12)

Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); BCG analysis
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District offices may have unique structural organization,
but perform similar tasks
Administration area

Total spend
($M)

Typical areas of control within Delaware districts

General administration

16.5

•

General administration and support for other areas

Finance & business

10.6

•

Audit, billing and collection, budget, disbursements, payroll, purchasing, risk management

Superintendent & Assistant
Superintendent

8.0

•

Achievement and accountability, administration, Board of Education, business/academic partnerships,
district policies, legal matters, referendum, research, state and federal laws, strategic planning,
unresolved parent concerns, school choice, administrative requests for professional leave

Data / technology management

7.0

•

Technology department, network services

Facilities, operations, and
maintenance

5.3

•

Facilities and grounds management (including custodial and maintenance services), facilities planning
and construction, facilities rental/usage, minor/major capital improvement projects, enrollment,
technology, transportation maintenance

Instructional administration

4.7

•

Administration of curriculum and instruction, Delaware Student Testing Program (DSTP), English as a
second language, extended time programs, field trips, grants, special education programs, state and
federal programs, summer school, teacher training and development

Personnel / HR

4.5

•

Affirmative action, applications for employment, Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), employee
benefits, faculty and staff assistance, human resources, labor relations, occupational health and safety,
recruitment and retention, United Way enrollment, media contact, publications, public relations, teacher
requests for professional leave

Transportation

3.6

•

Student transportation, district feeder patterns

Food service & child nutrition

3.1

•

Free and reduced meals, school nutrition services

Student support administration

1.5

•

Alternative education programs, civil rights, counseling and student development, emergency planning,
home school liaison, intervention services, School Resource Officer (SRO) Program, social services,
school climate and diversity, student attendance, student health services, expulsions

Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); Appoquinimink and Milford School District websites; BCG analysis
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6 Admin/system
Findings

Key findings
Admin and central support / overall system
Current funding does not encourage larger districts to capture scale benefits within administration
• The unit formula funds district administration largely on a flat per-student basis
• Although the unit formula assumes very little scale in school district administration (96%), in practice
districts are able to achieve greater scale (90%)
• Administrative functional areas within private industry operate at even greater efficiency (65-85% scale)
Scale of the entire Delaware public education system can be better leveraged with increased district
cooperation and/or reorganization
• Districts of increasing size can allocate proportionally fewer personnel to areas such as HR and Finance,
and thus can spend more on instruction-related activities
• Shared services can reduce spend by pooling administrative functions across multiple districts
• District consolidation can enable even greater savings but would require significant changes in school
district governance
Increased cooperation among districts will not only lower administrative spend, but also enable
increased efficiency across many other functional areas
• Cross-district standards and support should systematize processes, thus producing an environment
equipped to implement other cost efficiency recommendations (in transportation, purchasing, energy,
and construction) and realize the full value of the savings
• In addition, a more coordinated system will facilitate more rapid implementation and easier tracking of all
future best practices
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District office spend analysis points to two means
for capturing savings

Meeting best practice efficiency

Administration spend ($/student)

1,000

1,000

800

600

Observed and expected
scale indicates
opportunity for savings
from consolidation (all
functions) or service
centers (select functions)

800

600

400

400

200

200

0

Current state

Capturing scale efficiency

Administration spend ($/student)
Difference in spend
among districts indicates
opportunity for some
districts to adopt the
administrative best
practices of others

6 Admin/system

0
0

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

District enrollment

0

10,000

20,000

30,000

40,000

50,000

District enrollment

Note: Scale curves are fit to Indian River School District with an 85% scale
Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007), BCG analysis
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Charters are given flexibility and incentive to reduce
administrative costs
Total admin and instructional support
FTEs per student vs. enrollment
FTE/student
0.015

School Districts
Newark Charter

0.010

Newark Charter administration is comprised of
11.75 FTEs which perform all school
administrative, as well as district administrative,
duties

0.005

Newark Charter is on the line despite the fact
that the FTE count includes not only general
administration but also school administration –
not the case for the other districts
Newark Charter

Lower spend by some charters supports the
opportunity for lower administrative spend
0.000
0

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

Enrollment
Note: FTE per student includes all administrative and instructional support personnel at the district office
Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); BCG analysis
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Unit formula assumes very little scale in administration
Across the current range in district enrollment, more significant scale benefits are expected

Personnel/
student
0.015

Number of administrative personnel per student vs. enrollment

0.010

For each doubling of
enrollment, the unit formula
assumes the new number of
administrators per student is
96% of the number of
administrators per student
prior to doubling. This is
called 96% scale

0.005

0.000
0

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000
District enrollment

Under current formula, consolidation would provide very
little savings in administration spending
Note: Unit formula count includes Superintendent, Assistant Superintendents, Directors, Supervisors, Administrative Assistants, clerical, and academic excellence units; exclusion of academic
excellence units results in 94% scale
Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); BCG analysis
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Actual spending on administration and support more
closely reflects expected scale effects

$/student1

Total administrative and instructional support
personnel spend per student vs. enrollment

1,500

NCC VotechVotech

90% scale observed

Polytech
1,000

Laurel
Woodbridge
Sussex Tech
Capital
Seaford
Caesar Rodney
Lake Forest
Colonial
Cape Henlopen
Appoquinimink Brandywine
Delmar
Smyrna
Milford

500

Red Clay

Christina

Indian River

0
0

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

Enrollment

1. Based on the number of students in the 2006 unit count (does not include adult students in evening programs)
Note: Spend per student includes all administrative and instructional support personnel at the district office
Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); BCG analysis
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Total cost of education per student also exhibits scale in DE
As shown in DPPI-funded finance study (2007)
Small size districts

Moderate size districts

Large size districts

Delmar, Lake Forest,
Laurel, Seaford,
Smyrna, Woodbridge

Appoquinimink, Caesar
Rodney, Cape
Henlopen, Capital,
Indian River, Milford

Colonial, Brandywine,
Red Clay, Christina

Average student
enrollment

3,300

6,500

10,400

Base cost of education
per student

$7,228

$6,700

$6,380

Districts

Base cost of education was derived from each district by using schools meeting “successful school”
standards1
• These costs include personnel costs (teachers, support staff, custodians, etc), a prorated share of
central administration costs, and supplies and materials costs
• The base cost applies to students with no special needs attending schools in districts that do not face
unusual cost pressures
The greater than 93% scale observed can be attributed to the spreading of fixed costs across a larger
number of students
1. 21% of students reaching Level 4 or 5 on the DSTP reading and 9% reaching Level 4 or 5 on the DSTP math
Source: DPPI, How Good is Good Enough? Student Achievement, Spending and Delaware’s Future, 2007
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Benchmark data suggests even greater scale is attainable
Significant scale observed across all industries

66% scale observed in Accounting &
Controlling across all industries
Center FTE (Acc & Ctrl) per
1,000 total FTE in company
100

Significant scale observed in many
other functional areas:

75

Strategic Mgmt
Finance
Human Relations
Legal

50

60%
69%
67%
68%

25

0
0

55,000

110,000

165,000

Total FTE in company

Education has a unique context, but it is not “exempt” from the
scale effect seen for these functions in all other industries
Source: BCG OPG Center Database; BCG analysis
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Scale exists within educational institutions as well
61% scale observed in instruction costs per
student at US small colleges
$/student
80,000

Scale in educational organizations:
60,000

40,000

20,000

Total cost per student at
Edmonton public schools

86%

Total cost per student at
Brazilian public universities

90%

0
0

1,000

2,000

3,000

# of students

The opportunity to gain scale efficiencies exists; Delaware
is currently missing a strategy to do so
Source: IPEDS 96-97 Data; Edmonton School District; Oanda FX conversion; BCG analysis
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Current DE system is sub-optimal for a number of reasons
Status quo: 19 independent districts of widely varying size
Impact of current
organization

Selected examples

Higher direct costs
(lack of scale)

• Districts largely purchase independently, rather than pooling demand
• Small districts must contract with outside specialists (eg, electricians,
therapists) at high hourly rates because their scale cannot support hiring a
full-time employee

Increased complexity

• When rolling out a new initiative or program, DOE must interact with 19
separate entities (or 36, including charters) – adding time and expense,
and lessening the amount of support it can provide
• Best practices – such as energy management in Seaford and Colonial –
take years to be transferred across districts, if they are transferred at all

Widely variable
expertise and
specialization

• Small districts must staff functions – eg, purchasing – with clerical staff, or
assign an administrator across a large number of dissimilar functions
• Level of expertise in key functions – eg, finance – is widely variable across
districts (would be easier to find 5 top-performing professionals than 19)
• Routine processes – eg, budgeting, bus ridership auditing – vary widely
across districts

Given a “blank sheet of paper,” very unlikely anyone
would design the DE system the way it looks today
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DE must act to capture scale and enhance coordination
Three key options are available
Option

Description

Cooperation

Shared Services

Consolidation

Considerations

• Put mechanisms / incentives in place that
encourage the districts to more actively
collaborate in target areas

• Least “disruption”
• Must figure out what to do differently to
produce more cooperation than occurs
today

• Extract “high scale” functions into one or
more shared services centers and
aggressively promote / mandate district
reliance on them

• Preserves district “autonomy”
• Difficult to mandate use of centers
• Need robust service level agreements
between centers and districts

• Pursue consolidation, ranging from:
1. consolidation of smallest districts
2. county-based districts
3. a single statewide district

• Greatest disruption in implementation
• Simplest resulting structure, with ability to
scale in all functions (not just some)
• May have savings offset (level-up)
• Must address bureaucracy concerns

Current level of cooperation is insufficient; shared services
and consolidation must be considered to realize savings
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Redefinition of responsibilities must also be considered
To maximize savings and education quality, roles can be redefined in parallel to other strategies

Efficiency levers

Sharing
services

Consolidating

Redefining roles,
requirements, &
responsibilities

Example options (increasing aggressiveness)
Current
state

“Opt-in”
services

Narrow scope /
mandatory use

Broad scope /
mandatory use

Current
state

Consolidate
smallest
districts

3-5 total
districts

Single DE
district

Current
state

Clarify school /
district / DOE
roles & rules

Reduce DOE /
district overlap
& redundancy

Further
empower
schools

In addition, the funding formula should encourage further scale and efforts should be
made to bring individual districts in line with “best practice” admin spend levels
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Shared Services

Shared services allow organizations to consolidate similar
activities to service multiple internal customers
Features of shared service provider…

...lead to increased value for customers

• Concentrates on scalable non-district-specific
processes
• Works to effectively manage and improve the
processes within an organization
• Focuses on service and support to internal
customers (not on setting or enforcing policy)

• Reduced costs
– productivity gains with personnel assigned to
specific / specialized functions
– reduced net capital expenditure (eg, IT)
– other operating expense savings
• Better service
– higher quality service delivered by expert
personnel
– more responsive to customer needs
District
office

District
office
“Ineligible” activities are retained
at the district office
1• Governance activities
– eg, Office of the
Superintendent
2• District-specific activities
– eg, staff specialists for
unique education needs
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District
office
District
office

District
office

Shared
service
provider

“Eligible” activities are consolidated
to a service center
1• Transactional
– eg, Accounts Payable
– increased company scale
2• Expertise-based
– eg, new school construction
– higher-quality value added
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Like consolidation, there are many examples of shared
services in the US, but not all have had a dramatic impact
Most shared services examples
are limited in service offerings or
number of entities participating

A few states have more formal
and widespread shared services
to leverage cross-district scale

Significant structural changes
required to realize full potential
savings of shared services

• Delaware’s Data Service
Center is rapidly expanding its
client base and offerings, but
its contractual services are still
primarily limited to data
reporting

• 38 BOCES serve all but 9 of
NY State’s 721 schools; the
Capital Region BOCES
delivers more than 160
educational and administrative
services to its 24 school
districts and the City School
District of Albany

• Districts must be dedicated to
maximizing their use of service
centers without duplicating
personnel at the district office

• Many states have shared
services entities limited to a
single function, eg,
transportation, special
education

• 29 Intermediate Units in
Pennsylvania were established
to create a broad program of
educational services for public
and non-public schools; the
Allegheny IU is the largest and
serves 47 districts

• The service center must
operate with a focus on serving
its customers, the districts
– cannot exist for its own
sake – must gain all or
most of its revenue from
districts buying services

It is important to build upon the foundation of these
examples – both success factors and potential pitfalls
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Specific examples of shared services outside of DE (I)

Institution / State

Description

Intermediate Units1 /
Pennsylvania

• Created in 1970 to replace county superintendent offices
• Services: 29 IUs mandated to create broad program of educational services for public and non-public schools,
including:
– curriculum development and instructional improvement;
– educational planning;
– instructional materials;
– continuing professional education;
– pupil personnel;
– State and federal agency liaison; and
– management
• Funding: major source of revenues are State appropriations, governmental grants, student tuition, and income from
investments

ESC (Educational
Services
Commission) of
Morris County /
New Jersey

• Created in 1970
• Size:
– Morris County has 41 school districts (14: K-12 Districts, 19: K-8 Districts, 1: Vocational District, 1: K-6, 3: 9-12
Regional HS Districts, 1: Educational Services Commission, 1: Charter School, and 1: Non-Operating District)
– approximately 79,000 pupils
• Services: The commission offers school districts opportunities to share bus routes, special education consultants, and
purchasing contracts for supplies. Its largest service is transportation, coordinating $14.3 million in contracts for school
bus routes for more than 50 school districts in the Morris County area
• Funding: publicly managed but operates solely on tuition and funding from local school districts – does not receive
state aid

1. Intermediate Units in Pennsylvania: The Role of Educational Service Agencies in Promoting Equity in Basic Education, 1997
Source: Press research
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Specific examples of shared services outside of DE (II)

Institution / State
BOCES (Boards of
Cooperative
Educational
Services) /
New York

Description
• Created in 1948
• 38 BOCES were created to provide school districts with a program of shared educational services
• Size:
• Example: Capital Region BOCES
– delivers more than 160 educational and administrative services to its 24 component school districts and to the City
School District of Albany
– combined, these districts educate more than 80,000 students in the New York State counties of Albany,
Schoharie, Schenectady and Saratoga
• Example: Nassau BOCES
– serves all 56 local school districts in Nassau County
– these districts have more than 300 schools and approximately 180,000 students
• Services are created when two or more school districts decide they have similar needs that can be met by a shared
program
• Services: BOCES support both instructional and non-instructional programs:
– instructional programs are, for example, vocational-technical programs for high school students, physical and
occupational therapy for students with disabilities, and literacy programs for adults
– non-instructional programs are called support services; examples of support services are staff development,
central bus maintenance, central business office, and regional computer centers
• Funding: the sources of BOCES funds are primarily taxes levied by its component districts, state aid, and a relatively
small amount of federal aid

Source: Press research
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The Data Service Center is an example of shared services
within Delaware’s education system

1981

2004
- 2006

Today

• A consortium for data management is formed
among Brandywine, Christina, Colonial, and Red
Clay School Districts

An opportunity for shared services is
recognized

• Brandywine and Christina submit notice and
officially withdraw from the consortium due to
sufficient internal technology personnel to
perform DSC services
• Brandywine suggests that any continued work be
done on a contractual basis

Not all districts capture the savings of shared
services because of retaining too much inhouse staff and/or disproportional cost to
certain districts

• DSC has undergone significant change and
continues to be operated by Colonial and Red
Clay in order to “save money by avoiding the
duplication of staff, effort, and expense involved
with common school district functions and
services”
• In addition, contractual services are supplied to
10 districts and 2 charters

DSC continues routine operations, but also
emerges as a pay-for-service center with
revenues of $137K in FY 2007 and $172K for
FY 2008 YTD1
Contractual services include:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Applicant Tracking
Finance Reporting
FTE Reporting
Health Accounting
HR / Payroll Reporting
Personnel Attendance
Printing / Mailing

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

RAP - Referral Action Profile
Reported Time Payroll
Standardized Test Reporting
Student Applicant Processing
Surveys
Transportation Discipline
Client List

1. Data received on Oct 11, 2007
Source: DSC Revenue Comparison FY07 and FY08
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Shared services could provide much of the savings of
consolidation, but allow districts to remain autonomous
$65M
$65M Administrative
Administrative Personnel
Personnel spend
spend
in
in district
district offices
offices

General Administration

17

11

8

Examples
Examples of
of governance
governance or
or
district-specific
district-specific activities
activities

Fit
Fit of
of administrative
administrative area
area for
for shared
shared
services
services
Poor
Good

Supporting local governance

Preparing annual budget

Bidding and purchasing

Superintendent &
Assistant Superintendent

Enforcing district policies

N/A

Information / technology
management
Facilities, operations,
& maintenance

Integration of technology with
curriculum
Major and minor cap improvement
decisions
Curriculum development

7

5

Support of routine administrative
functions

Finance & business

Instructional administration

5

Examples
Examples of
of transaction
transaction or
or
expertise-based
expertise-based activities
activities

Personnel & HR

Transportation

4
4

Food service
& child nutrition

3
1

Student support
administration

Media contact
Establishing local policies for
conduct on buses
Setting nutritional standards for
cafeterias
Establishing social service
programs

Report generation

Grounds management
Standardized assessment and
reporting
Applications for employment

Design of bus routes

Determining students’ reduced
lunch eligibility
Health accounting

Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); BCG analysis
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Administrative functions grouped and prioritized
Each admin area can be categorized by spend, fit for shared services, and exhibited scale

Current spend
($M)

Expected percent
to consolidate

Scale observed in
Delaware today

General administration

17

90-100%

96%

Finance & business

11

50-90%

88%

Information / technology
management

7

90-100%

86%

Personnel & HR

4

90-100%

65%

Facilities, operations, and
maintenance

5

50-90%

78%

Transportation

4

50-90%

86%

Food service & child nutrition

3

10-50%

68%

Student support administration

1

10-50%

60%

Instructional administration

5

10-50%

89%

Superintendent and Assistant
Superintendent

8

0-10%

65%

Administration area

Mostly non-core
functions in which
significant savings with
scale is anticipated

Lower spend areas that
could still yield savings
with scale

Activities that focus
mostly on governance or
non-scalable functions

Note: Scale is calculated from $/student in each category
Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); BCG analysis
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An explanation of shared services savings calculations
How we determined the potential savings of $25-34M

The following four slides demonstrate the potential savings achievable
with shared services. Assumptions behind the savings estimates include:
• The primary potential source of savings in shared services is
personnel savings1
• Most of the administrative work in district offices today is scalable
(ie, in most cases, collaboration across the current district lines
could provide an efficiency benefit)
• Of the work that’s scalable, 85% scale can be expected2
• Services could be shared statewide or by county (among other
potential options)

Implementation of shared services: $25M in reduced cost (I)
Assumes services shared within each of the three counties
Total 125
spend
($M)

Other workers
Maintenance and operations, bus drivers, cafeteria, and custodial
workers are included. These functions are not expected to have scale
savings (ie, need roughly the same number per student at all district
sizes), so they were excluded from scale analysis

117
25

25
100

92

Instruction
Like the workers mentioned above, instruction does not scale with
enrollment, so teachers were also excluded from analysis

7
7
75

25

Student support
Savings may be expected in student support, but because of the lack of
correlation between spend and district size, no savings were calculated

14
7
7

Instructional support
For a more conservative estimate of savings with shared services,

50
14

instructional
Illustrative
only support was also excluded from analysis

46

25

Implementation21 of shared services: $25M in reduced cost (II)
Administration
The percent of administrative spend applicable to shared services was
estimated according to a breakdown of the spend by functional area. It

Assumes services shared within each of the three
wascounties
estimated that 29% of spend would remain in district offices in non19

19

Current district office
organization

Countywide shared
count
services

0

Function
$46M in admin expenditure
addressed by shared services

450
• 116

241
• 62

0

124

0

03

104

0

0

758

0

Administration
• Management positions 1

691
• 178

71

Instructional support

124

Student support

104

All others (eg, bus drivers,
maintenance workers)

758

Implementation of shared services: $34M in reduced cost (I)
Assumes statewide shared services
Other workers
Maintenance and operations, bus drivers, cafeteria, and custodial
workers are included. These functions are not expected to have scale
savings (ie, need roughly the same number per student at all district
sizes), so they were excluded from scale analysis

117

25

The Committee has identified the need for further study of the shared
services opportunity; such study will provide further details about how
shared services might work in Delaware

% of personnel
Shared services
The portion
of spend applicable to shared services for each district was
to be part
of
Projected personnel
Projected
first brought down to a level comparable to that of Indian River SD
shared
count
(district
&
reduction in total
(spend/student). The spend
was
then aggregated
on a countywide
2
2 calculate the final savings
services
basis, and an 85% scale was
applied to
shared)
personnel

1. 29% is an average based on different assumptions for different administrative functions. For example, the superintendent and assistant superintendents’ offices are considered 90% non• 334
• Support staff
• 513
• 179
shared, while 90% of Finance is considered scalable (and 10% non-scalable)
Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); BCG analysis

Total 125
Spend
($M)

The analysis on the following pages was conducted to estimate potential
savings, not to recommend a specific implementation path
• Personnel calculations are based on the above assumptions and
are illustrative only
• This analysis does not assume any particular governance model
for shared services (ie, run by DOE, existing districts, some other
entity, or a combination)

shared roles1. The remaining 71% of administration is considered
“scalable,” for which shared services could be established

Administration

Personnel
today
(across all
districts)

100

34

Instruction
Like the workers mentioned above, instruction does not scale with

7

1. Includes superintendent, assistant superintendent, director, supervisor, and83
manager positions 2. Assumes no change in the ratio of management to support staff 3. Additional savings are
enrollment,
expected in this category; however, the lack
to predict so teachers were also excluded from analysis
7 of correlation currently between spend and district size makes the savings difficult
Note: Each part-time employee assumed to equal 0.5 FTE
Source: Personnel information
retrieved by 7
Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); BCG analysis
75

Student support
Savings may be expected in student support, but because of the lack of
correlation between spend and district size, no savings were calculated

25

53
7
50

Instructional support
It was assumed some instructional support activities could benefit from
sharing; 50% of spend was estimated to remain in district offices, while

7

Illustrative
only
the remaining
50% was considered for shared services

7

25

Implementation19 of shared services: $34M in reduced cost (II)
Administration
The percent of administrative spend applicable to shared services was
estimated according to a breakdown of the spend by functional area. It
was estimated that 29% of spend would remain in district offices in nonshared roles1. The remaining 71% of administration is considered
“scalable,” for which shared services could be established

Assumes statewide shared services
19
0

19

Personnel
Statewide shared services
count today
(across all
Function
$53M in admin and instructionaldistricts)
support
expenditure addressed by shared services

Current district office
organization

% of personnel
Shared services
The of
administrative Projected
portion of spend
applicable to shared services
for
to be part
Projected
personnel
each district was first brought to a level comparable to that of Indian
shared
reduction in total
count
River SD (spend/student).
The(district
instructional&support portion was brought
2
services
personnel
to a level comparable to theshared)
average of2 the lowest half of districts
in
spend/student). The spend in each category was then aggregated on a
statewide basis, and
376an 85% scale was applied to calculate
315the final
savings

Administration
• Management positions1

691
• 178

71

Instructional support

124

50

80

44

Student support

104

03

104

0

All others (eg, bus drivers,
maintenance workers)

758

0

758

0

•

97

•

81

1. 29% is an average based on different assumptions for different administrative functions. For example, the superintendent and assistant superintendents’ offices are considered 90% non• 279
• 234
• Support staff
• 513
shared, while 90% of Finance is considered scalable (and 10% non-scalable)
Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); BCG analysis

1. Includes superintendent, assistant superintendent, director, supervisor, and manager positions 2. Assumes no change in the ratio of management to support staff 3. Additional savings are
expected in this category; however, the lack of correlation currently between spend and district size makes the savings difficult to predict
Note: Each part-time employee assumed to equal 0.5 FTE
Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); BCG analysis

1. Efficiency estimates do not include additional savings (eg, purchasing savings) or additional costs (eg, service center facilities’ costs). While these and other savings and costs are likely,
they should be relatively minor and offsetting compared to potential personnel savings 2. See earlier slides for discussion of scale percentages
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Implementation of shared services: $25M in reduced cost (I)
Assumes services shared within each of the three counties
Total 125
spend
($M)

Other workers
Maintenance and operations, bus drivers, cafeteria, and custodial
workers are included. These functions are not expected to have scale
savings (ie, need roughly the same number per student at all district
sizes), so they were excluded from scale analysis

117

25

25

100

92

Instruction
Like the workers mentioned above, instruction does not scale with
enrollment, so teachers were also excluded from analysis

7
7
75

25

Student support
Savings may be expected in student support, but because of the lack of
correlation between spend and district size, no savings were calculated

14
7
7

50

Instructional support
For a more conservative estimate of savings with shared services,
instructional support was also excluded from analysis

14

46
21

25

19

19

Current district office
organization

Countywide shared
services

Administration

0

$46M in admin expenditure
addressed by shared services

Administration
The percent of administrative spend applicable to shared services was
estimated according to a breakdown of the spend by functional area. It
was estimated that 29% of spend would remain in district offices in nonshared roles1. The remaining 71% of administration is considered
“scalable,” for which shared services could be established
Shared services
The portion of spend applicable to shared services for each district was
first brought down to a level comparable to that of Indian River SD
(spend/student). The spend was then aggregated on a countywide
basis, and an 85% scale was applied to calculate the final savings

1. 29% is an average based on different assumptions for different administrative functions. For example, the superintendent and assistant superintendents’ offices are considered 90% nonshared, while Finance is considered 90% shared/scalable (and therefore 10% non-scalable)
Note: Totals may not add due to rounding
Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); BCG analysis
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Illustrative only

Implementation of shared services: $25M in reduced cost (II)
Assumes services shared within each of the three counties

Function

Personnel
count today
(across all
districts)

% of personnel
to be part of
shared
services

Projected personnel
count (district &
shared)22

Projected
reduction in total
personnel

Administration
• Management positions1
• Support staff

691
• 178
• 513

71

450
• 116
• 334

241
• 62
• 179

Instructional support

124

0

124

0

Student support

104

03

104

0

All others (eg, bus drivers,
maintenance workers)

758

0

758

0

1. Includes superintendent, assistant superintendent, director, supervisor, and manager positions 2. Assumes no change in the ratio of management to support staff 3. Additional savings are
expected in this category; however, the lack of correlation currently between spend and district size makes the savings difficult to predict
Note: Each part-time employee assumed to equal 0.5 FTE
Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); BCG analysis
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Implementation of shared services: $34M in reduced cost (I)
Assumes statewide shared services
Total 125
Spend
($M)

25
100
7
7
75

34

Other workers
Maintenance and operations, bus drivers, cafeteria, and custodial
workers are included. These functions are not expected to have scale
savings (ie, need roughly the same number per student at all district
sizes), so they were excluded from scale analysis

83

Instruction
Like the workers mentioned above, instruction does not scale with
enrollment, so teachers were also excluded from analysis

117

7
25

53
7
50

7
7

19

25

19

19

Current district office
organization

Statewide shared services

0

$53M in admin and instructional support
expenditure addressed by shared services

Student support
Savings may be expected in student support, but because of the lack of
correlation between spend and district size, no savings were calculated
Instructional support
It was assumed some instructional support activities could benefit from
sharing; 50% of spend was estimated to remain in district offices, while
the remaining 50% was considered for shared services
Administration
The percent of administrative spend applicable to shared services was
estimated according to a breakdown of the spend by functional area. It
was estimated that 29% of spend would remain in district offices in nonshared roles1. The remaining 71% of administration is considered
“scalable,” for which shared services could be established
Shared services
The administrative portion of spend applicable to shared services for
each district was first brought to a level comparable to that of Indian
River SD (spend/student). The instructional support portion was brought
to a level comparable to the average of the lowest half of districts in
spend/student). The spend in each category was then aggregated on a
statewide basis, and an 85% scale was applied to calculate the final
savings

1. 29% is an average based on different assumptions for different administrative functions. For example, the superintendent and assistant superintendents’ offices are considered 90% nonshared, while Finance is considered 90% shared/scalable (and therefore 10% non-scalable)
Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); BCG analysis
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Illustrative only

Implementation of shared services: $34M in reduced cost (II)
Assumes statewide shared services

Function

Personnel
count today
(across all
districts)

% of personnel
to be part of
shared
services

Projected personnel
count (district &
shared)22

Projected
reduction in total
personnel

Administration
• Management positions1
• Support staff

691
• 178
• 513

71

376
• 97
• 279

315
• 81
• 234

Instructional support

124

50

80

44

Student support

104

03

104

0

All others (eg, bus drivers,
maintenance workers)

758

0

758

0

1. Includes superintendent, assistant superintendent, director, supervisor, and manager positions 2. Assumes no change in the ratio of management to support staff 3. Additional savings are
expected in this category; however, the lack of correlation currently between spend and district size makes the savings difficult to predict
Note: Each part-time employee assumed to equal 0.5 FTE
Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); BCG analysis
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Administrative savings calculated by moving spend per
student to the determined scale curve
Total administrative personnel
spend per student vs. enrollment
$/Student
New Castle
1,000

Kent
Sussex
Votech
85% scale

500

0
0

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

Enrollment

Note: 85% scale curve was fit to the data by passing the line through the Indian River data point
Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); BCG analysis
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Instructional support savings calculated by moving spend
per student to the determined scale curve
Total instructional support personnel
spend per student vs. enrollment
$/Student
New Castle
Kent

300

Sussex
Votech
85% scale
200

100

0
0

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

Enrollment

Note: 85% scale curve was fit to the data using a least squares regression through the 9 districts with the lowest spend per student
Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); BCG analysis
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Consolidation

In considering consolidation, scale advantages are most
apparent for Delaware’s smallest districts
Breadth of services, as well as the quality of
instruction, can suffer with lack of scale and
specialization
• Smallest districts are the most expensive to
operate
– higher administrative costs
– higher prices on purchases
• Administrative and instructional support
personnel cannot specialize in a single role,
often are stretched across multiple functions
• Student support services and course
offerings are limited by the breadth of
specialized personnel that can be hired
• Large investments in infrastructure are
difficult if immediate return cannot be
realized

NCC Votech
3,794

Smyrna
4,230
Polytech
1,162
Milford
3,965

Lake Forest
3,921

Cape Henlopen
4,403

Woodbridge
1,937
Seaford
3,299
Laurel
2,076

Sussex Tech
1,227
Delmar
1,070

Not asserting that these districts perform poorly; rather,
they must fight against a lack of scale to perform well
Note: Chart at right shows 2006 district enrollment
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In the largest districts, however, research indicates there
may be challenges in achieving scale benefits
Nearly all studies report attainable
economies of scale for small district
consolidation, but there is little consensus
over an optimal district size
• In 2002, the top 3% of 209 districts in Arizona
with lowest per pupil administration spend
ranged in size from 1,834 to 33,616 students1
• In NY, savings through consolidation of
school districts was only observed up to a
district size of 3,500 students, with costs
increasing thereafter2
• From empirical data, the most cost efficient
districts in Michigan have ~2,900 students3
• Multiple reports based on regression analysis
cite that ~6,000 students minimizes total
expenses4

Do not believe that scale is impossible to
achieve even in larger districts. Rather, we
believe that:
• Funding formulas typically provide little
incentive for savings
• Observations based on what is currently
happening today do not always point to
what is optimal
• Larger districts typically oversee the
provision of more services
• Larger districts may become bureaucratic
more easily, but they can avoid that fate
through effective management and focus

Must align the broader “ecosystem” (eg, funding formula,
incentives) to ensure potential scale is realized
1. Murray and Ross, Competition or Consolidation? The School District Consolidation Debate Revisited, 2004 2. Duncombe. and Yinger, Does School District Consolidation Cut Costs? 2005
3. Coulson, School District Consolidation; Size and Spending an Evaluation, 2007 4. Duncombe et al, Potential cost savings from school district consolidation: A case study of New York. 1995;
Reschovsky and Imazeki, The development of school finance formulas to guarantee the provision of adequate education to low-income students, 1997; Reschovsky and Imazeki, Does the
school finance system in Texas provide students with an adequate education? 1999.
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Some large US districts are able to control costs
“Bigger” does not have to equal “more bureaucratic”

MESA Unified School District, AZ
$/student
in 2005

Arlington Integrated School District, TX
$/student
in 2005

General admin
School admin

General admin
School admin

500

450

450
400
400
350

350

Mesa

Average AZ district

74,626
53.4%
77.0%

5,020
49.8%
66.7%

Enrollment
Economically disadvantaged1
Average reading & math proficiency

MESA School district, the largest district in
AZ, has shown greater academic performance
while spending $44 less per student in total
admin and over 3X lower in general admin

Arlington

Average TX district

63,308
57.5%
79.6%

4,360
55.3%
79.9%

Arlington School district is the 6th largest TX
district; it has near equivalent poverty and
performance, but spends significantly less on
administration than the state average

1. Students from low-income families, which is determined from state criteria that may vary state to state
Source: School Data Direct
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Savings realized through consolidation can be fully or
partially offset by the cost of leveling up
Consolidation
strategy

Benefit from

scale11

Cost of leveling up
teacher compensation22

Net savings

Statewide district with
all 19 districts

$51M

$55M
• $15M (NCC)
• $21M (Kent)
• $19M (Sussex)

($4M)

Countywide districts
including vo-techs

$44M
• $28M (NCC)
• $9.0M (Kent)
• $7.2M (Sussex)

$27M
• $15M (NCC)
• $2.3M (Kent)
• $8.8M (Sussex)

$17M
• $12M (NCC)
• $6.7M (Kent)
• ($1.6M) (Sussex)

Countywide districts
excluding vo-techs from
consolidation

$38M
• $23M (NCC)
• $8.1M (Kent)
• $6.4M (Sussex)

$19M
• $12M (NCC)
• $1.0M (Kent)
• $5.6M (Sussex)

$19M
• $11M (NCC)
• $7.1M (Kent)
• $0.9M (Sussex)

Statewide vo-tech
district only

$4.3M

$1.6M
• $0M (NCC)
• $1.0M (Kent)
• $0.6M (Sussex)

$2.8M

County-size districts, in addition to a statewide vocational
district, yield the greatest net savings
1. An 85% scale curve for administration spend was determined by fitting spend per student to match Indian River current spend per student. An 85% scale curve for instructional support
spend was determined by fitting the curve to the lowest half of districts in spend per student. Savings are expected in student support, but because of the low correlation between district size
and spend per student, no scale was applied and these savings were not estimated 2. See slides 177-178 for the calculations of these numbers
Source: BCG analysis
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Calculation of savings from consolidation of school
districts
Total 125
Spend
($M)

117

25

32

7

85

100

7
75

14

25

7
7

50

35

82

25

7
7

65
25

47

44

0

Current district
Consolidate to
office organization five districts2

Consolidate to
four districts3

$79M in admin and instructional support
expenditure addressed by consolidation

Other workers
Maintenance and operations, bus drivers, cafeteria, and custodial
workers are included. These functions are not expected to have scale
savings (ie, need roughly the same number per student at all district
sizes), so they were excluded from scale analysis
Instruction
Like the workers mentioned above, instruction does not scale with
enrollment, so teachers were also excluded from analysis
Student support
Savings may be expected in student support, but because of the lack of
correlation between spend and district size, no savings were calculated
Instructional support
Instructional support activities are expected to scale with enrollment in a
consolidated district
Administration
Consolidation offers the best opportunity to capture scale benefits
across all functional areas. All spend was assumed to scale with
enrollment
Consolidated district offices
Administrative spend in each former district was first brought to a level
comparable to that of Indian River SD (spend/student). The instructional
support spend was brought down to a level comparable to the average
of the lowest half of districts in spend/student. The spend in each
category was then aggregated to 4 districts (NCC, Kent, Sussex, and
Vo-tech) or 5 districts (NCC split into two districts, Kent, Sussex, and
Vo-tech), and an 85% scale was applied to calculate the final savings

1. 29% is an average based on different assumptions for different administrative functions. For example, the superintendent and assistant superintendents’ offices are considered 90% nonshared, while Finance is considered 90% shared/scalable (and therefore 10% non-scalable) 2. Assumes New Castle, Kent, Sussex, and vocational districts 3. Assumes two New Castle
districts, Kent district, Sussex district, and vocational district
Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); BCG analysis
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Illustrative only

Expected scale applied to hypothetical consolidated Kent
County School District (I)
Functional area of personnel

Current FTEs

Expected FTEs

Superintendent & Assistant
Superintendent

11

5 Superintendents
5 Assistant superintendents
1 Staff

7

1 Superintendent
4 Assistant superintendents
2 Staff

Information / technology
management

16

1 Supervisor
15 Managers, Specialists, Secretaries, Technicians

8

1 Supervisor
7 Managers, Specialists, Secretaries, Technicians

1 Director
4 Supervisors
1 Specialist

5

1 Director
- Supervisor
4 Specialists

Facilities, operations, &
maintenance

6

Finance & business

32
Food service & child nutrition

General administration

8
42

2 Directors
2 Supervisors
28 Specialists, Secretaries
5 Supervisors
3 Secretaries
2 Supervisors
40 Specialists, Secretaries, Clerks, Aides

17
6
21

1 Director
1 Supervisor
15 Specialists, Secretaries
1 Supervisor
5 Secretaries
1 Supervisor
20 Specialists, Secretaries, Clerks, Aides

7

2 Directors
5 Secretaries

4

1 Director
3 Secretaries

8

2 Directors
2 Supervisors
4 Administrative Assistants, Secretaries

5

1 Director
- Supervisor
4 Administrative Assistants, Secretaries

Student support administration

1

1 Director

1

1 Director

Transportation

6

5 Supervisors
1 Secretary

4

1 Supervisor
3 Secretaries

Instructional administration

Personnel / HR

Instructional support

46

10 Supervisors
17 Specialists, Program Coordinators
19 Teachers

22

4 Supervisors
8 Specialists, Program Coordinators
10 Teachers

Note: This example is purely illustrative. Expected FTEs were selected so that total spend would match the expected savings from scale calculations. This example doe s not recommend any
specific structural or organizational changes. Includes consolidation of Caesar Rodney, Capital, Lake Forest, Milford, and Smyrna School Districts
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Illustrative only

Expected scale applied to hypothetical consolidated Kent
County School District (II)

Functional area of personnel

Current FTEs

Expected FTEs

Student support

25

25

Instruction

18

18

56

56

Bus drivers, cafeteria workers,
custodial workers

Although each of these areas are not expected to scale directly
with enrollment, additional savings may be captured
• Sharing of student support and instructional personnel across
previous district lines
• Pooling of labor personnel into fewer administrative buildings

Note: This example is purely illustrative. Expected FTEs were selected so that total spend would match the expected savings from scale calculations. This example doe s not recommend any
specific structural or organizational changes. Includes consolidation of Caesar Rodney, Capital, Lake Forest, Milford, and Smyrna School Districts
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Leveling up salaries is a cost of consolidation
Teacher salaries would need to be aligned to a single standard

Average teacher
salary ($)
New Castle County
• NCC Votech
• Christina
• Brandywine
• Red Clay
• Colonial
• Appoquinimink

62,936
60,229
60,213
58,967
54,091
50,573

Kent County
• Polytech
• Milford
• Capital
• Smyrna
• Caesar Rodney
• Lake Forest

56,510
53,873
51,275
49,951
49,766
49,051

Sussex County
• Sussex Tech
• Cape Henlopen
• Delmar
• Seaford
• Indian River
• Laurel
• Woodbridge

62,183
58,613
53,578
52,807
52,437
51,066
47,832

Salary level-up calculations
can be made by...

Differences in salaries
Disparity in local supplement to
salary
• Each district can choose to
supplement above the
statewide teacher salary scale
Differences in education level
and experience among teachers
• The statewide salary scale
pays based upon education
and experience of the teacher
• Each district has a unique mix
of teachers

1

Moving the average to the
highest of the districts forming
the new consolidated district
• Does not account for
differences in education or
experience

2

First adjust current salaries to
the same basis according to the
education and experience mix

3

First adjust current salaries to
the same basis using the statefunded portion of the salary as a
proxy for the education and
experience mix
• This method used in the study,
“Response to HR 54:
Feasibility Study for County
Wide School Districts” (2002)

Source: Delaware Educational Personnel Reports, 2006-2007
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Consolidating districts will incur the cost of leveling up
teacher salaries to the highest in the consolidated area
Expected additional cost of
consolidation...

Cost of leveling up salaries...

...to highest in
consolidated area

...with adjustment
to education level
and experience

...with adjustment
to state funded
portion salary

...due to salaries11

...due to salaries
and benefits

Statewide district
with all 19 districts

$54M
• $20M (NCC)
• $20M (Kent)
• $14M (Sussex)

$43M
• $14M (NCC)
• $15M (Kent)
• $15M (Sussex)

$34M
• $8.4M (NCC)
• $14M (Kent)
• $12M (Sussex)

$39M
• $11M (NCC)
• $15M (Kent)
• $13M (Sussex)

$55M
• $15M (NCC)
• $21M (Kent)
• $19M (Sussex)

Countywide
districts including
vo-techs

$42M
• $20M (NCC)
• $9.0M (Kent)
• $13M (Sussex)

$22M
• $14M (NCC)
• $1.3M (Kent)
• $7.1M (Sussex)

$16M
• $8.4M (NCC)
• $2.0M (Kent)
• $5.5M (Sussex)

$19M
• $11M (NCC)
• $1.7M (Kent)
• $6.3M (Sussex)

$27M
• $15M (NCC)
• $2.3M (Kent)
• $8.8M (Sussex)

Countywide
districts excluding
vo-techs from
consolidation

$24M
• $11M (NCC)
• $4.7M (Kent)
• $7.7M (Sussex)

$14M
• $9.0M (NCC)
• $0.87M (Kent)
• $4.0M (Sussex)

$13M
• $8.3M (NCC)
• $0.51M (Kent)
• $4.0M (Sussex)

$13M
• $8.7M (NCC)
• $0.69M (Kent)
• $4.0M (Sussex)

$19M
• $12M (NCC)
• $1.0M (Kent)
• $5.6M (Sussex)

Statewide vo-tech
district only

$0.7M
• $0M (NCC)
• $0.56M (Kent)
• $0.07M (Sussex)

$1.2M
• $0M (NCC)
• $0.75M (Kent)
• $0.45M (Sussex)

$1.1M
• $0M (NCC)
• $0.64M (Kent)
• $0.41M (Sussex)

$1.1M
• $0M (NCC)
• $0.70M (Kent)
• $0.43M (Sussex)

$1.6M
• $0M (NCC)
• $1.0M (Kent)
• $0.6M (Sussex)

Consolidation
strategy

Additional costs may be incurred if non-teacher salaries
must also be adjusted
1. Average of the “adjustment to education level and experience” and “adjustment to state funded portion of salary” calculations
Source: Personnel information retrieved by Director of Financial Management (Sept 2007); Delaware Educational Personnel Reports, 2006-2007; BCG analysis
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Other salaries may also require leveling up
Cost of leveling up
total compensation
Benefit
from scale11

2,3
Teachers2,3

Other union
employees44

Net savings

Countywide excluding vo-techs
New Castle
Kent
Sussex

$23M
$8.1M
$6.4M

$12M
$1.0M
$5.6M

$6.3M
$2.6M
$4.0M

$4.9M
$4.6M
($3.1M)

Statewide vo-tech

$4.3M

$1.6M

$1.4M

$1.4M

Consolidated district

Included in the leveling up of
compensation are
• 7,730 teacher FTEs
• 1,540 instructional support FTEs
1. An 85% scale curve for administration spend was determined by fitting spend per student to match Indian River current spend per student. An 85% scale curve for instructional support
spend was determined by fitting the curve to the lowest half of districts in spend per student. Savings are expected in student support, but because of the low correlation between district size
and spend per student, no scale was applied and these savings were not estimated 2. Adjusted for level of teacher education and experience within each district 3. In all other cases in these
materials, only teacher level up was included in calculations, following standard of HR 54 (2002) 4. Includes food service workers, instructional support aides, paraeducators, custodians and
maintenance workers, and secretaries. Because no non-teacher data about employee experience was available at a district level, these numbers are a rough estimate of the maximum
expected cost
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Summary of available options for reorganization
These are not mutually exclusive; maximum efficiency is gained by combining strategies

Options

Description

Create broad shared
services

• Create 1-3 service centers that centralize scalable functions, including
finance, HR, purchasing, information technology, transportation

Consolidate smallest
districts

• Create statewide vo-tech district
• Develop consolidation plan for comprehensive districts with fewer than
5,000 students

Consolidate into 4-5
districts

• Create countywide districts in Kent and Sussex Counties, statewide votech district, and 1-2 districts in New Castle County

Realign system roles
and responsibilities

• Empower spending and instructional decision making at school level
• Combine district and DOE support services into statewide or regional
service center(s)
• Retain regional superintendents and boards to provide policy governance
and hold schools accountable for results
• Keep lean statewide DOE for policy oversight, compliance

None of these is a “quick fix”: each would require a
sequenced implementation over at least 3-5 years
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Within each option, potential pitfalls exist that must be
avoided
Options

Possible pitfalls in execution
(leading to less than maximum benefit)

Create broad shared
services

• Districts fail to eliminate personnel from district offices and duplicate
shared functions locally
• Increasing the total number of entities to coordinate increases the cost
and difficulty of coordination

Consolidate smallest
districts

• Poor or incomplete integration of district operations
• Ongoing cultural resistance to change

Consolidate into 4-5
districts

• Same pitfalls as small district consolidation, plus...
• New organizational structure does not fit with the size of the district,
results in poor internal communication and greater bureaucracy
• Increased scale allows development of unnecessary programs

Realign system roles
and responsibilities

• Lack of clarity in new roles drives duplication
• School leadership not adequately prepared for new role, limiting
effectiveness and requiring additional investment in support
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If pitfalls are avoided, there are significant benefits above
and beyond just cost efficiency
Improved capabilities and expertise
• Would be able to consistently support schools with high-caliber, specialized talent
across all functions
Faster innovation and adoption of best practices
• A culture of collaboration to ensure best practices are identified and shared
• Tighter network to speed adoption statewide
Consistent processes and controls
• Similar levels of specialization across districts, enabling more standardized
expectations of districts
• Standardization of common systems, processes, and reporting
Reduced complexity
• Fewer contact points could enable DOE to improve the service it offers districts
These benefits would improve quality of service and, while
hard to quantify, generate additional efficiency gains
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Many of the benefits of increased scale and coordination
apply directly to other efficiency opportunities
Area

Coordination required to capture opportunity

1

Transportation

• Manage transportation network across
district lines

2

Purchasing

• Systematize information sharing and
collective purchasing

3

Energy

• Share and systematize demand
management best practices statewide

4

Benefits

• Pool demand to negotiate better rates on
local benefits

5

Construction

• Pool purchasing and expertise to create a
more standardized construction process

6

Administration &
central support

• Leverage the collective scale of
administration across districts
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In addition, a more
coordinated system
facilitates easier
implementation and
tracking of any best
practice initiative
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6 Admin/system
Current state

Limited cooperation thus far and lack of readiness to
consolidate dictate a move first towards shared services
Option

Evaluation

Cooperation

Districts currently cooperate on a limited basis and are free to cooperate more, but
a new strategy is required to realize significant savings

Shared Services

Consolidation
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Delaware is prepared to act on shared services, but savings will only be obtained
if the State and districts are dedicated to transformational change

While consolidation results in a simpler organization structure than shared
services (ie, fewer districts and no new service entities), there are potential
drawbacks such as diminished savings due to leveling up salaries and reduced
community ownership
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6 Admin/system
Opportunities

Opportunities and estimated annual impact
Efficiency opportunities
Increase magnitude of scale in the funding formula by providing more incentive for larger
districts to drive scale efficiencies
Create broad shared services
• Shared services should start around a few key scalable functions (eg Purchasing, HR, Finance,
Transportation)
• To realize the full potential savings, these services must be expanded across all other scalable
district operations (eg Facilities & Operations, Instructional Support)
• Ensure full consideration of regional and/or statewide shared services among districts and
charter schools by requesting DOE to convene a committee not later than March 1, 2008 to fully
research shared service models and to develop a business plan for implementation. This
business plan should be completed by September 1, 2008
Measure impact of shared services in year 5 of implementation, and consider district
consolidation at that time

Total estimated reallocation opportunity

Impact
$0.4-2M

$25-34M1

$39-42M2,3
($21-22M
w/ level up4)

$25-34M5

Note: All savings are based upon an 85% scale curve for administration spend that was fitted to match Indian River current spend/student. In addition, an 85% scale curve for instructional
support spend was determined by fitting the curve to the lowest half of districts in spend/student. Savings are expected in student support, but because of the low correlation between district
size and spend/student, no scale was applied and these savings were not estimated
1. $25M assumes one service center serving each county; $34M assumes a single service center 2. Potential impact of consolidation assuming no prior savings from implementation of shared
services and not accounting for any cost of leveling up of salaries 3. $42M assumes New Castle, Kent, Sussex, and vocational districts; $39M assumes two districts in New Castle County
4. Estimated net savings when leveling up total teacher compensation 5. Includes the impact of full shared services implementation, which is inclusive of the impact of increasing the
magnitude of scale in the funding formula. Does not include the impact of potential district consolidation
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Supporting analysis

Department of Education (DOE)
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7 DOE

Findings

Key findings
DOE
Growth of the DOE has kept pace with the total education budget
• DOE spend is currently 6% of the education budget and has been the same percent for the last 15 years
DOE spends $103 million on core programs
• $48M was funded with federal money, $55M with state money
• Approximately half of the recorded expenditures were in the form of pass-through money
($32M in federal money for food service; $17M in grants, tuition, and scholarships)
Core DOE programs are primarily supported by expenditures of:
• $22M in salaries and benefits
• $14M in educational consulting fees and contracts with UD
• $7M in other professional services fees (eg, computer consulting services)
• $4M in non-professional service contracts (eg, office space leases, telecommunications, printing)
• $3M in supplies and materials (includes computers and software)
Procurement strategies applied to districts could generate savings if implemented for purchasing of
goods and services within DOE

Source: 2006 DOE expenses by appropriation by object code, provided by the Director of Financial Management
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DOE spend has tripled in the past 15 years, but has
remained at ~6% of total education expenditure

7 DOE

Current spend

2006 DOE spend:
$103M1
Total spend ($M)
2,000

1991 DPI spend:
$33M

1,500

1,595

1,324

1,778
103
56

DPI/DOE

1,619

Districts

1,470
1,397

Charters

1,243
1,094

1,000

615 637

685

741

793

846

918 952

1,010

500

0

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

00

01

02

03

04

05

06

Year
1. Exclusion of federal food programs, grants/tuition, and transportation results in an addressable spend of $50M
Source: Annual financial reports from 1991-2006
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Federal sources fund nearly half of total DOE spend
$103M is spent across core DOE functions

Total spend ($M)

$103M reflected in annual financial report

120

109

<1

1

5
2

5
26
5

100

49

21

80

71
Federally funded
60

State funded
43

40
61
20
27
0
Total funds spent by Advisory Council on Delaware Center for
DOE
Career and
Educational
Vocational
Technology
Education

Delaware Higher
Education
Commission

School district
operations

Pupil transportation

Block grants and
pass through
programs

All other DOE

Note: The total block grants and pass throughs in state budget were $122M; DOE dispersed these funds, but recorded expenditures of $26M in state funds in this area
Source: 2006 DOE expenses by appropriation by object code, provided by the Director of Financial Management
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7 DOE

Current state

DOE expenditures can be grouped by expense code
Classifying each expense type by funding appropriation gives another level of detail

Total 105
spend
($M)
90

103
<1

3
5
4
7
14

Other1

15

Supplies & materials (incl tech)
Transportation
Other contractual services
Other professional services

14

3

All other

1

Individuals with Disabilities Education Act

1

Education accountability

2

Educator recruiting

7

DSTP & state assessment activity

Educational consulting & UD contracts

75
10
60

22

Salaries & benefits

45
17

Grants, tuition, & scholarships
5

$49M in direct
pass through
expenditures

30

15

32

Federal food programs

0

DOE core expenditures

0

Ed consulting & UofD contracts
expenditures grouped by appropriation2

1. Includes $255K in travel expenses 2. These expenses are educational consulting / UofD contracts only; there are other expenditures for each of these appropriation categories
Source: 2006 DOE expenses by appropriation by object code, provided by Director of Financial Management
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7 DOE

Current state

$30M apportioned for K-12 programs run by DOE
This slide shows state funding only; no federal
17

Total state 17
funding ($M) 16
15
14
13

13

Travel

Other1

Supplies and Materials

Tobacco prevention & education

Capital Outlay

Science in Motion

12

State Board of Education

11

Contractual Services

1.2

Student Mentoring
1.3

10

Pupil Accounting
Computing Center

9

2.5

8

Infrastructure Capacity
Delaware Interscholastic Athletic Fund

7
6

Student Standards & Assessment

Educator Accountability
12

Parents as Teachers

Personnel Costs

Smithsonian Project

5

Delaware Student Testing Program

4

7.7

3
2
1
0

Discretionary
funding

Specific line
item funding

1. “Other” includes all line items less than $200,000: Professional Standards Board, Educator Certification and Development, School Profiles, Contingency - Background Checks, DE Educator
Recruitment Initiative, Teacher of the Year, Odyssey of the Mind, Education Compact of the States, Family Involvement, Department of Education Library, Trailer Rental Fund, DOE
Publications, Private Business and Trade School, Evaluation-Higher Education
Source: Delaware State Budget FY 2006 (House Bill No. 300)
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The DOE currently employs 263 staff members

Offices of the Secretary of Education, Deputy
Secretary of Education, and State Board of
Education (15)
Finance & Administrative Services Branch (35)
• Associate Secretary Office (4)
• Financial Management (16)
• School Support Services (15)
Assessment & Accountability Branch (57)
• Associate Secretary Office (3)
• Assessment & Analysis (17)
• Professional Accountability (16)
• Technology Management & Design (21)

Curriculum & Instructional Improvement (75)
• Associate Secretary Office (3)
• Curriculum Development (24)
• Exceptional Children & Early Childhood
Education (31)
• School Improvement (17)
Higher Education Commission (5)
Adult Education & Workforce Development (40)
Professional Standards Board (2)
Teachers (34)

Equals one DOE employee per every 460 students;
Maryland, for a rough comparison, has 1 per 462 students
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Comparison of Delaware DOE to Maryland DOE
Number of personnel by area

Delaware DOE1
•
•
•
•
•
•

Curriculum & Instructional Improvement
Assessment & Accountability Branch
Adult Education & Workforce Development
Finance & Administrative Services Branch
Teachers
Offices of the Secretary of Education, Deputy
Secretary of Education, and State Board of
Education
• Higher Education Commission
• Professional Standards Board

Total employees

Maryland DOE2
75
57
40
35
34
15

5
2

263

Public school enrollment

120,937

Students per DOE employee

460

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Division of Rehab Services - DDS
Division of Rehab Services - Client Serv
Correctional Education Program
Division of Early Childhood Development
Division of Career Tech & Adult Learning
Division of Rehab Services - WTC
Division of Business Services
Office of the State Superintendent
Division of Rehab Services - Hdqs
Division of Special Ed/Early Intervention Services
Division of Instruction
Division of Student, Family, and School Support
Office for Blindness and Vision Services
Division of Certification and Accreditation
Division of Assessment and Accountability
Division of Lib Development & Services
Office of Information Technology
Division for Leadership Development

Total employees
Public school enrollment
Students per DOE employee

244
239
236
196
154
137
104
102
89
70
57
54
47
37
34
23
20
19
1,862
860,020
462

This is meant to be illustrative – many reasons why
comparison is not “apples-to-apples”
1. Staff count is from Sept 2007 payroll. Delaware DOE website lists 229 employees. Enrollment is from School Data Direct website 2. Staff count is from Maryland DOE website. Enrollment is
from School Data Direct website
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7 DOE

Opportunities

Opportunities and estimated annual impact
Efficiency opportunities

Impact

Explore efficiency opportunities in DOE travel spending
• Demand management (including greater use of teleconferencing), systematic
supplier review, establish a rigorous compliance process

$25-40K
(10-15%)

Implement purchasing recommendations for all other goods and services
obtained for DOE core programs
• May require changes or exceptions to regulations governing state agency
purchasing in order to achieve full efficiency

$1.6-2.8M1
(7-12%)

If service centers are created, ensure alignment with DOE
• Ensure personnel and services are allocated efficiently among central DOE,
service center, and district locations; avoid duplication and ensure alignment of
efforts

TBD

Study and monitor the cost (to districts and DOE) of state and federal laws
and regulations
• Legislature and DOE should strive to eliminate rules that have greater costs
than educational benefit

TBD

Total estimated reallocation opportunity

$1.6-2.8M+

1. Same analysis on purchasing in districts was applied to procurement of DOE goods and services with the exclusion of food service. Impact includes federal funds. Savings in state funds is
estimated to be $1.3-2.2M
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